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This will be the last edition of 
the ltha~n until the fall. The 
Ithacan staff wishes the entire 
college community a happy 
productive summer. and urges all 
of you to avoid contracting any 
contagious social diseases. 
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Chairman I 
' 
Choice To 
Siciliano Pilots 
Unity To Victory 
hy Barbara Hellman 
Rest With 
·Provost 
In the Student Government\ ·speaking'' from ·recruiting' on 
elections held, last Thursday, the campus." He agrees with one's 
UNITY party captured the' freedom to speak but is opposed 
winning votes for all offices. I to recruitment. 
Ralph Siciliano was elected In Thursday's elections, a new 
President by a large majority. I Egbert Union Board was also 
Economics Dep't. 
The Economics department, in 
a move towards greater academic 
efficiency, is planning a separation 
from the Business Department 
next fall. In order to facilitate this 
move, a new chairman for this 
division must be hired. However, a 
problem has arisen concerning 
how the decision for this office 
will be arrived at. Whereas in most 
departments, the chairman is 
chosen with joint faculty .and 
student input, responsibility for 
this decision will rest ,olely with 
the Provost, by his own choice. 
. ; , 
Three men from outside of the 
college faculty resources are being 
considered for the new position. 
The three candidates are: Mr. Ja:i, Nawm.n contratulatH Ralph SlcHllano on wlctor:i, Pl'loto b)' Richard Sharp 
Emerson, Dean of Business at On the ballot forms, in elected. The five-member board 
University of New Haven; Mr. addition to selecting candidates will be maintained by Donna 
Newman, chairman of th e for student government offices, Wexler as president; Tom Nast, 
Economics Department at Hood students were able to answer three vice-president; Barry Schmitt, 
College; Mr. Schaeffer, Assistant referendum questions. The treasurer; Laney lzenburg, 
Professor of Economics at student body by an ovcr\vhclm1·ng ' t P tt' corresponumg sccre ary; a 1c 
University of the South. The majority ratified the People's Ryan, recording secretary, 
former two already have received Peace Treaty. The document calls Mark Spiro, of the UNITY 
tenure from their inst itutions, for immediate withdrawal of all party, will succeed Arthur 
while the third has an assurance of U.S. troops from Vietnam anJ Badavas next year as president of 
being granted tenure from his. It further declares that the people of the senior class. His opponents 
is understood that the men will the two countries arc not at war. were George Pinc of THE 
not accept the position here F.B.I. recruiting was banned from RESPONSIBLE ALTERNATIVE 
unless tenure is granted upon their the campus; however, military and J on Sad wit h ( W a x). 
appointment. recruiting passed by a slim margin. independent. Working with Mark 
The problem_ as_ far as the In his victory statement, next year will be Lcshe (Sam) 
college community IS concerned , Sicilia no advocated "keeping Stern, vice-presid c n t; Caro I 
cen!ers around the_ method by support for next year. The Mahoney, secretary; Geoff Wright, 
which the men will be chosen. important thing is to get Student treasurer. 
According to sources close to the Congress together, reassert its This year, 1479 students voted 
Economics Department, the credibility, and make it responsive in the Presidential race. The figure 
Provost has declared that he will to the students." Ralph stated compares with the 1970 race in 
make the final decision. It has that the students should get what which 1 141 voted, ekcting Paul 
been stated that the four Ithaca they want. Leventhal of the CHANGE party 
College economics professors sent Whatever the reason, the to office. The previous year, 
a letter to the Provost asking to be UNITY party gained the greatest K c v i n O • Bric n , run n in g 
involved in the appointment and I number of vote5. In most of the unchallenged, was elected as 
were refused. Months later they races, they received two time~ the President having received only one 
received a response from Job Hall, votes of the nearest competitor. vote. 
sent via the President of the Arts I This may have been due, in part, 
and Science Faculty Council,! to the fact that UNITY 
stating that the economis.ts would campaigned more extensively than 
be allowed to rank the limited the other parties participating in 
number of candidates according the election. Campaign buttons 
to their acceptability but would with a peace symbol and the word 
not be given the responsibility to "unity" written in block print 
elect one as the chairman of their were distributed. 
department. Elected also to the Executive 
The professors were not given I Board on the same ticket are: 
the resumes of the prospective Greg Davis, vice-president; Mark 
chairman and were only allowed Teach, treasurer; Robin Youngs, 
.to meet with them informally. correspondmg secretary; Nancy 
Students from t~e departm~nt Mcndelkern, recording secretary. 
were not given this oppoutumty. R us s Ha 11 c y of the 
The Provost has taken the power VOLUNTEERS FOR JUSTICE 
to appoint a new me!11ber to the party ran uncontested for Chief 
faculty as the chairman of a Justice of the Student Court. His 
department, granting tenure new associate justices arc Cathy 
without the input of students and Conkling, Jon Breux, Chris 
faculty, setting a college Rogers, Vinnie Deale, Barb 
precedent. (Super) Wientraub, and Richard 
lOZ) Reiter. 
2 The new Community Court 
•orm Sale 3 will be headed by Fran Strauss, as Kentucky Derby Night 
Ed1torl11s, Letters 4 Chief Justice. Her six associate 
Mama Told Me s' justices arc Jim Axelrod, Trice 
~uest Ed 5 Camaan, Sue Davenport, Fred 
EIieen Dickinson 8
7 Kastenbaus, Jeff Miles, and Dave 
'Movie Review 
FBI Recruiting a Wachtel. The three alternates are 
Notes 10 Kathy Doller, Jeff Shapiro, and 
GUTS 
PriL'l' I :i Cl'II I~ 
s. Viet Speaker 
Cancellation Raises 
Serious Questions 
$500 Price Tag - Why? 
The cancellation of a speaker · 
from the South Vietnamese 
embassy. d uc to speak here last 
Tuesday, raised some quest ions 
concerning sponsorship and the 
cost to the school for 'his 
presence. According to an official 
spokesman from the Egbert Union 
Board, a woman identified as 
Carol White, the President of the 
Ithaca College Y AF, called the 
Union office requesting that the 
school sponsor the Undersecretary 
of the South Vietnamese Embassy 
for a speech here at the college 
The YAF (Young Americans for 
Freedom) is a nationai organization 
of conservative students with 
groups located on college campuses 
The board stated they they would 
be glad to sponsor the speaker 
since it would be in the 
educational interest of the school 
According to the same 
spokesman, the caller men,ionecl 
that the cost to the school for the 
speaker would be SS00.00; the 
official agreed to the price bu! 
mentioned that a check request 
would have to be made out in 
advance. Miss White said that she 
would call back again. Later that 
week, Mis.~ White was asked what 
the present situation was 
concerning the speaker. The check 
request was again brought to their 
at~ention. Miss White was told 
that in order to give the speaker 
thl' check the night he would 
speak. the request would have to 
he made in advance. The president 
of the Y AF said that if they could 
not get the check that night, they 
could pick it up later. 
The April 26 Intra College 
stated under the column "Events 
of the Weck" that the "First 
Secretary of the South 
Vietnamese Embassy" was due to 
speak on April 27. It was at this 1 
time that certain discrepencies 
were brought to the attention of 
the Ithacan. It seemed rather 
unprofessional for an ambassador 
to accept payment for a goodwill 
speech. With the interest of the 
college in mind. this paper placed 
a call to the Vietnamese Embassy 
in Washington D.C. ('ailing as a 
group on campus interested in 
inviting a ~peak er. the embassy 
was asked what the process would 
involve. We were told to ask in 
writing for the speaker. 
Calling the Embassy 
The final question concerned 
what the cost to the college would 
be for a member of the embassy 
to speak. The Ithacan was told by 
Mr. Hoc of the embassy that there 
would be no cost. When 
questioned again if there were any 
charges for travelling expenses, 
Mr. Hoc stated that the entire cost 
would be absorbed by his office 
and that it would be free. After a 
brief conversation the question of 
cost was brought up a third time. 
Again the cost free aspect was 
affirmed. 
Now we have the final 
verification for these allegations. 
About a month ago the Ithacan 
attended a meeting of the Y AF. 
The meeting was not an official 
one and when we arrived it was 
announced that in fact it had been 
cancelled. However, Mbs White 
agreed to discuss some of the 
aspects of the organization. She 
handed out some Y AF literature 
and talked briefly. Conversation 
eventually turned to future plans 
of the club. At this time she 
mentioned that a speaker from 
South Viet Nam was planned. The 
speaker she said would come to 
the college for free. However, she 
also discussed a method for raising 
money for the YAF which ; 
involved charging the school for · 
the Undersecretary 
services. Y AF as yet had not 
been recognized by the Ithaca 
College Student Congress. Next 
year they will go before that body 
for recognition. 
New Trustee Nomination 
Opposed By Student Rep 
There arc presently 22 groups.Mr.Baldrich,asareallthe 
members of the Board of Trustees other members of the Board, is a 
i n c I u d i n g 2 s t u cl e n t white, upper-middle class male . 
representatives and 2 faculty Possibly in anticipation of 
representatives. In the fall of this some resistance to this 
year, Frantzreb and Pray mad_e a I nomination, the Board asked that 
study of Ithaca College and the information of Baldrich's 
suggested that the Board be ! candidacy not be given out until 
expanded to 25-30 members as ·1 after the voting at the May 
befits an institution of this size. meeting. After 4 months of 
Jerry Baldrich, a candidate for silence, Wax Sad with, the recently 
that office has met with' elected Student Representative to 
unexpected resistance from the Board, has publicized this 
Student Representative, John nomination as he believes there 
(Wax) Sadwith. should he no secrets kept from 
Jerry Baldrich, the 34-year-old the students. It is Sadwith who is 
president of Ithaca Gun Company leading the opposition to his 
and General Recreation is a election. 
Callo Concert 10 Gary Reing. 
Mayday Info 112
1 President-elect Siciliano was 
Photo by RIOhard Sharp ' 
member of the young Ithaca Aside from his incredulity at 
business .community. It would the fact that Baldrich is president 
therefore seem that he would be a; of the Ithaca Gun Company, 
perfect candidate for that office i Sadwith points out that Baldrich 
because he is young, lives in I and his company's are entirely 
Ithaca arid could maintain a close, I devoted to rich, upper-middle 
working perspective of Ithaca i class whites. His products are 
College, However, the often out of the reach and 
Frantzreb-Pray report specifically orientation of minority · groups. 
indicated that any new board Some have suggested that they 
Crouruff 
Faculty Meeting 12 disappointed that so many 
FoodStamps 13 students supported military 
Roberta Peters 14 r e c r u i t e r s o n ca m pus . He 
Sprln11Wnk•nd 116
5 
wondered if "there was some 
iFrlend71 ol IC 
u. Buffalo Drugs 17 confusion, because of the wording 
ll'siiiipolllirb• ... -------.-1111
8
11111,
1
,.'- of the question, in distinguishing 
Student Dave Swett tallies ballots. 
members should represent 
women, Blacks or other minority , continued on page 13 
----~·c_'1'_•,'"':,,•,,-_ ... ~. ., 
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Community Deplores Dorm Sale 
by Jeff Smith 
Lt,t Ch:tober. Ithaca Cnllcgc · 
put 11, two downtown. .,. 
d o r :n I t o r I c ., . Q u a r r y a n d 
Valcnt1nc. up for ,ale. Thc~e; 
dorm, arc now Ill the pro cc~\ o I 
bc111!! bought hy loc:JI real e,tJte 
investor. Lt,on ranc :\Ir. FJn,: ,~ I 
in the hu~ine,~ of buying, 
remodt:1111µ, and op..:ratmg older : 
build 1ng~ 111 the Ithaca area. I 
Prc,cntly, he own, !>CVcral 1 
bmld1ng, II' the Cnllcgetown area. 1 
:\cc:ord111g to \Ir. Fane. he 
plan, lo rent apartments in the 
two dorm, lie plans to in;tall a 
number ol kt1d1.::n,, both pnvatt:: 
and ..:ommunal. throughout the 
building, and to havL' many ~mgles 
and double~ av,11lablc for JH·xt" 
y C a r . T h e pr i CC f Or t h CS e ., • ·. • -· - ~. 
apartn11:nts will he Sh'l5 tor a · · · ... , ...... ;.: 
smglc.: and ,;;550 for a douhle. Thi~ ... , ~-. ' .. ·-: .. ~~.,.....-:.,.; .;~,. - . 
dOC!> not mclude private hath,. . . . . - .' -;~:~ ____ .__.:,..;::·,,;,;,- .·-aaft1£m•N 
Mr. Fane say!> he hopes to Quarry gets a second chance 
cv.::ntuJlly have tekvi~ion lounges, llills Civic As~oeiation. of which with other Ithaca College I rather than a small part of it, the 
and rcneat1on room; open for the 1 
re~tdenh. Ot ht.:r possihilll ll!~ that sixteen homeowners reviewed the Association arc concerned about , Common Council of Ithaca, not 
he 1~ cons1dermg for the hu1ldmg, I 
•Mr. Fane b vice-president, about professors, the members of the ma'ttcr must be decided by the 
,plan!> to sell the buildings. In vot.::s the procedure Ithaca College went ! the Zoning Board of Appeals. 'lhe 
arc a ,tore and a c.tlctena. Mr. 1 of 15-1. II.Ir. Fane being the one through to sell the propertv. The I law suit would throw the matter Fane ,:.11d he would also lik,: I \l I ; 
negativ1: votl!, two resolution!> district'thebuildingsarelocatedin of zo~ing bac~ to the Common 
rent ~pace to anyone mtcn:~t,:d 111 : were adopted hv the Association. was originally zoned P-1. that ;s Council for ruhng. 
starting ballet. _111do. or m11s1cl 'rt · · 
· 1e fir!>I !>tatL·d that tlte institutional zoning. Ithaca Other problems the 
~..:hno!, or m,:d1cal clime!> in the A~soc1ation deplored the ~ale of College went to the zoning Board Association is concerned about 
building!>. the property to Fane and the of Appeals and had a variance a re the possible inconsiderate 
Re;ict ton to the purc~iasc by I second set up ,1 committee to look granted changing the land to a R-3 packing of students into the 
re~id_ents 1_11 1 he surrou nd mg .ire a I into possible lcgJI n:medie~ for 2011 i ng. the d1:nsest residential apart men ts, whether or not the 
of 1:J~t lhlls ha~ been extremely1 the probkm. zoning available. The Association building will be kept up with 
negative. At a nH·eting of the Ea~tJ Accordmg to Ithaca College feels that it can file a law suit on proper maintenance crews, lack of 
T profcs~or. Harvey Fir1:side, till! grounds that when re-zoning a parking area and large amounts of 
member of the Association along · whole distri1:t. which was done, cars, and what Mr. Fane's plans 
: • • •• • • • • • • •• •• • • • •••• • • • • • • • • •• • • • • •• • •• •• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • •• ••• • • • are for the surrounding ten acres 
. 
r of woods. With the R-3 zoning-, he 
' could · mow down the trees and 
build more apartments or other 
1 housing. Generally, the residents 
, of East Hills arc concerned 
whether decent housing will be 
i maintained for the students 
· rcsideing in these apartments. 
Mr. Fireside said that the 
: Association wished that the 
i buildings could be put to better 
1 uses, such as a residential or 
i experimental learning center for 
; the college. Socially useful ends 
such as low cost housing or nursing 
home would be more beneficial to 
the community. The Association 
felt that Ithaca College should be 
more responsive to the sentiment 
in the Ithaca community. 
As for how much he paid for 
the property, Mr. Fane would 
only say "Mr. Farinella llthaca 
College Treasurer) represented 
Ithaca College very ably. He was a 
to ugh negotiator and squeezed 
every last penny out of me." It 
appears Ithaca College made a 
good sum on this transaction. The 
question is whether Ithaca College 
should be out to "squcL·Ze out the 
last penny" or whether it owes 
some social obligation to the town 
of Ithaca. 
There have also Jrisen some 
questions about the financing of 
Mr. Fane's purchase. There have 
been suggestions that the Ithaca 
banks would not finance him and 
that lthace College is b·acking Mr. 
Fane's first mortgage. 
Also it is worthy of note· that 
no news or information has been 
r c I cased on the selling of the 
property nor was there any 
faculty or students included in on 
the decision . 
The Cayuga Inn FLOWERS FOR GRADUATION 
11.: ! )[r.:t(;, ~THO ]7?-JMOB 
5th WEEK 
7:00 & 9:30 PM. 
MAT. SAT-SUN 21'1\I. 
.. UlTlf 
B16~". 
EVENINGS 7:00&9 1'1\1. 
MAT. SAT-SUN 2 1'1\1. 
f COLUA.IOIA r,crUACS P•Uf'"II • CBS P,odo1Cr,011 ... , JACK NICHOLSON 
··i"'t l-7VE l!R8B 
, PIECES 
·: COlOlt 'R1 ~ 
~I !EIA~S!T "'J~. 
---------
EVENINGS AT 7 & 9 Pl\!. 
MAT. SAT & SUN 2 PM. 
MICK JAGGER and 
TIIE ROLLIN(; STONES m, 
GIMME 
SHELTER@ 
Ei •-~ '· s~J~IE,~-~71 
SHOWS AT 2. 7. & 9 PM. 
Barbra Streisand 
61..T:ra1 
and the '°8SYl',at 
·R I .• 
NOW SHOWING 
MONDO CANE 
#1 and #2 · 
l 
I. 
' I 
I 
HOME OF GREAT FOOD AND A 
MAGNIFICENT VIEW 
387-9412 - 8 ml. North on Roate 89 - Closed Monday 
································································-
ORDER NOW FOR IN TOWN OR 
OUT OF TOWN DELIVERIES 
FLOWER FASHIONS 
====by llaring== 
TffE CORNERS 
PHONE 257-1200 
ITHACA N.Y. 
YOUR FTD FLORIST 
MAY WE 
HORN IN? 
• • .or CONTACT 
YOU? 
The Men of Vision have 
sure that if you are properly fitted, 
taken the 'new' out of con-
tact lens. fittings and are 
you too, can wear them with ease 
and comfort. 
See the Men of Vision . and See Better 
QUALITY . . . CONVENIENCE . . . PERSONAL SERVICE 
BROKEN LENSES 
REPLACED 
BROKEN FRAMES 
REPAIRED 
OR REPLACED 
138 EAST STATE STREET (ITHACA) 
272-7441 
Medicaid - Medicare - Union ID Cards· 
SMILE 
PHI f I{ Jo :;ponsor 
Derby Night Tom 'w 
by Neal Oxman 
On Saturday, May I. the 
brothers of Phi E K will sponsor a 
Kentucky Derby Night to raise 
money for the Brian Trulrn 
Memorial Fund. Brian, you will 
recall, died from a head injury 
received while playing football in 
his senior year at Ithaca College in 
1968. 
Geoffrey Wright, President of 
Phi E K, gave this report er the 
details of the evening and prizes. 
There will be eight horse races 
shown in the Union Rec. Room at 
twenty minute intervals. The races 
come in scaled packages so that 
no one knows the winner until the 
film (and race) is over. Between 
the races there will he drawings 
for door prizes that consist of ten 
movie tickets, ten cases of 
coca-cola. fifteen games of 
bowling at the IC lanes and four 
pitchers of beer at the IC Pub. 
In conjunct10n with the horse 
races Phi E K is also sponsoring a 
raffle to benefit the Brian Truhn 
Fund. The first prize is a S306.00 
set of Wilson gold dubs donated 
by the Knickerbocker Country 
Club of Cincinnatus, New York. 
The · second prize is a S40.00 
Rawlings aluminum tennis racket 
donated by Freeman's Sporting 
Goods of Ithaca. Other prizes are 
two free dinners at the Ichabod 
restaurant and the College Spa, 
ten dollar gift certificates at 
Morris Mens Store and Browning 
King, five dollar gift certificates at 
the Tog-ettc Dress Shop, Brooks 
Pharmacy, "The Room" cocktail 
lounge, Schmaus Men Store and 
Ithaca Sound Systems. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
St'f;:::.. Kf n!.• - new 12 ,.,ch heavv 
:Juty 11i..,·" ,peiikcr, .•s u!ed by 
Moc~ IJ')l•' ,·1111.1 Sun,, R~J.ly dyn .. •¥11h1 
1,:!'5; ,..,;,.:ti C REAl"IVE A~\)tl':-1 IC5". 
2 7 ~-JP?~. 
,:.. 1 • V , n ••• , I •. r ,• .. .; It' 
I I' '>l• r .1 ll\ 1111med1Jtr F"S.· 1'~ C.lll 
rc,H ':.-""la::.. StJtt: s1r .. c: t-1.:i.:lC,,A.;"'9 
rHlU~E. F.ttl'i.On Yllndup Ph0'1c,grJ;,r,, 
p .. , U,r hr~ .. ) t·•I. .:r~nk w.al• l_.lcphcr.e°' 
21;, •. 1q11 
FR!C:f\V NIGHT ';PEC•~L-·'. 
bro•l~cs M.l111e IJb5,te, .,nd Oelmo ... ,cw 
~t",11.,.- c,fi rl"r prrson P,,rtcrh1.'"',•1•· 
Room. 27:>-s,~, tor reservJllons 
Ap,1rtrne11tS, for .. -•nt: l·:t bedroom~. 
onC' w,th s,.,,_ bcdroon,s:; 111 Ithaca 
c,.,llcge M".l c,,11 '27 ?·8.J'lG. 
WAN1 ED' L!U'CI turnJtur~ and 
ho11\c~•,IC appll:.ncrs.. Brm!J to or call 
Stole St•ed BARGAIN HOUSE, 
272•49 I I . 
F.QUIPMENT HA5SLES? High 
Qu.llily, I~ N CO\\ repair "-'"'~ on 
.1mp•1t1er5,. CREATIVF ACOUS:TICSi. 
273·3B25 
ITHACA WATl:'.R BED. Six sizes. 
Lowest prices in Ithaca. Call evenings 
277-3997. 
Large 4-S man apartment 
downtown. Going cheap. 273-48SG. 
Refrl9erator for sale. s cu. ft. 
Almost new. Scott x3539. 
Honeywell 600 Electronic Strobe 
for sale. Call Seth 277-0689. 
9 WIison ''Personal" Irons. 
Aluminum shaft, composite grip, used 
twice. Sacrifice S 70. 277-3003. 
Record your band at ·our studio. 
Photo by Barb Goldberg 
A "happy hoµr" is planned 
from 7-8 pm with the first race 
scheduled at 8:05. We hope 
everyone will be there for Post 
Time. 
FIim 119nlus Otto Preminger visited IC Wednesday. The Prfducar/dlrector 
has today become an Independent and as such has greater freedom than 
Cheap. SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED. CREATIVE 
ACOUSTICS 273-382S. 
l he commanded an era ago. Photo by Richard Sharp 
friday saturday 
201ft Centur,·Foa PreNI':• 
... ""1 
... -~-. 
~ ' 
' fo: 
1- . I 
I \ ,:... .,..,,. f 
FAUL~LS 
BU1QtCA$1DYAND 
1HESlN>ANCEKID IS ROBERT RfDfORD KATHARlNE R0.5S,,tn1Pom 
livss 1201 7 & 9: 15 $ 1. 00 l i mi ted to the co 11 ege corranun i ty 
monday tuesday 
7 & 9:15 $1.00 
-,.--1-0 -nllimited to the IYSS l.l.lcollege community 
':: 
t. ', ' - •• 
tuesday 
'a .man .... ,. 
escapeu 
"TENSION 
A!TAINS A NEW 
DIME!ISION ! " 
_,.. 'n.., 
.I ... ~~i::.:-- ~ Ii-· Ila ,.11111 o1.1i,1 ~ i\_ tat=' 11°':l: T• Kl u,_, ...... ,, 
~"'"" 7 & 9:15 90¢ 
1 imited to the 
college community 
sunday 
BEST OF GENESIS 
~ 7 & 9:15 $1.25 I I open to the pub 1 i c 
wednesday 
storm 
o~er 
tne 
yang-
tze 
. . 
rtver 
7 & 9:15 $1.00 
limited to the co 
colleqe conmunity 
sunday 
EAST 
EUROPE 
7 & 9: 15 90¢ 
I; - 1"01 limited to the IWS '- college community 
thursday f riday sat 
NATALIE WOOD ROBERT CULP 
I BOB & CAROL & TED & ALICE I 
EWOTT GOULD DYAN CANNON 
___ 7 & 9:15 $1.00 
I• 120J 1 ; 111i ted to the IY&Sccllege community 
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Editorials-
FRANKLY SPEAKING .. Phil frank 
Fair Justice For All 
There arc three separate but related incidence~ 
lo bear m mind a~ you decide whether you 
~urport the stand we arc about to take. First, a 
fey. week~ ago reportedly the Safety Division 
apprehended a student in the act cif an alleged 
burglary on the campus bookstore. He was turned 
over to .:1v1l authorities. The last word was that 
grand Jury action would be taken m the case. The 
college presumably 1~ prosecuting. 
Thi\ campus con~t1tutc~ private pro_perty. A~ 
such it 1~ indeed not a haven from the civil law. In 
the ~me token however. the civil law in most 
instances should not be involved in criminal 
matters that ~prout up within the eampu~ 
community. Furthermore, if the administrative 
authoritie~ (or whomever is ultimately responsible 
fo.- bringing char··es against a st udcnt m civil 
c, rt) refuse to press charges against ti1at student 
in an off-campus court, the charges cannot he 
sustained. 
Where then would the matter be tried'? In the 
Student Courts. 
A second incident concerns SAGA. That 
o·r:111izat 10n has of late taken to having those 
students apprehended with meal tickets not theil 
own bustt•d by the civil authorities. In one specific 
recent incident a student was allegedly committed 
to the town jail on a charge of pct it larccncy. He 
was reportedly released upon agreeing to pay 
SAGA for the meal (which he had not consumed 
prior to the arrest.) Obviously, the entire 
distasteful affair could have been avoided with a 
little forethought and respect for the campus 
judicial institutions. (It was learned incidentlv that 
SAGA authorities apparently feel the college will 
not respond in incidences of a rip-off and would 
not prosecute studclts either. Consequently. the 
food contracter has taken it upon itself to have 
t hesc s tudcnts jailed and charged with pet it 
larceny.) 
In another case. this past week a confrontation 
developed between two students in the Union 
snack bar. One of the two was the night manager 
and the other a recently elected official to the 
Judicial system. The charge when brought to our 
attention from both students, harassment. One of 
the pair threatened to have the civil authorities 
brought in and charge the other with official 
harassment. A st udcnt turning to the civil 
a uthoritics would defeat the entire theme of 
student power and student priority over their own 
affairs. 
We suggest that the Administration, SAGA, and 
th( st udcnts of this campus as well as any other 
Jpplicablc organization and personnel begin to 
make effective use of the one p'.Jwcrful tool that 
they have. Student Court has already tried a 
,cri.:ius ca~c this year involving a reported larceny 
'111 the Terraces. The verdict was strong and 
qualitativcly effective. Another case was tril!d 
within the student judicial system late last 
semester involving a classroom disturbance by a 
student (or group of): That case was also tried as 
best it could be considering the limitations of the 
.. law" that was invol· ed. This student judidal 
system docs still exist and its function is not to 
serve as an exercise in trial procedure. It is there 
to handle the "Criminal as well as non-criminal 
cases, that involve the legal processes, that arise on 
this campus. If any person chooses to circumvent 
his own power by recognizing :he off campus 
authorities as more efficient continually than our 
own courts then we have t,10roughly deflated ,he 
credibility of our judicial system as did Nixon 
when he chose to override the verdict of the Calley 
militJry court. 
Students arc notoriously harder on each other 
than they would be upon others. We cannot 
fnrescc the courts being anything but an extremely 
cl fcctive dctcrcnt. In the case of harrassment by a 
member of the judicial system that official is 
obligated and he well kn<" ws it to disqualify himself 
from sitting in an official capacity at the hcar;,g 
or trial and to then accept and abide by the verdict 
of his peers and colleagues. It is also incxcusahlc 
for the college to bypass the student court and to 
arbitrarily turn over to civil authorities the student 
accused of 111c crime (as in the case of the alleged 
burglary). That is, when in fact the college need 
not prosecute withir the civil courts at all. (We 
realize that as of now Safety officers have no other 
recourse due to the lack of a formal policy). Firm 
guidelines must then be inc,uded 111 the behavior 
code to cover the maintenance and subsequent 
prosecution or defense of campus law. 
We arc not attempting to affix blame nor to 
exonerate anyo .. ..: in any of these incidences. 
What we arc asking is that those of us who do 
l ruly believe in and respect student power and 
student justice bring an end to all such methods 
and incidences of "bringing up the local 
authorities" when matters such as the 
aforementioned arise. 
We ask also that the administration formally 
issue a statement stating their intention to employ 
the Student Judicial system for the trying of legal 
~ascs and their willingness to refrain from any 
further involvement of the civil authorities except 
in cases where the law is beyond the control of the 
campus community. Safety, SAGA and every 
student not only has the obligation to respect the 
legal processes available here hut also the inherent 
right to take full use of thc-m. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
We Can't Hear 
You- We're 
Not Listening 
by Ian Gurvitz 
High atop tremendous mountains 
Bedecked with many s_parkling fountains 
Where for a slightly exhorbitant fee 
You can study and learn four years at IC. 
They teach you many a varied trade 
Like how to get rich selling lemonade 
And they'll teach you cheating and robbing and lying 
So you'll succeed in business without really trying. 
And after four years, if you've done what you're told 
You get a diploma. all fringed with gold 
But if you're impatient and can't wait four year~ 
For S3.98, there's diplomas at Sears. 
Finding good teachers can take forever 
But here they've a system that's really quite clever 
They find someone smart and the department head hires him 
If the students approve, the department head fires him. 
This system is often put to the test 
Like with that Western Civ. guy by the name of Tempest-a 
You know why they fired him? I have a clue 
'Twos a simple clear-cut case of Catch-:!:?. 
···········································~········· 
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question to be answered is why College policie~. Irregardless of 
should a man of Mr. Tempcsta's political beliefs, no one group has 
standing be refused a contract the right to ask for a cancellation 
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Education or Economics 
Editor: renewal at Ithaca College. , of "business as usual" for the May 
It is saddening and frustrating The problem arises when S Moratorium. First of all, I don't 
to sec education deposed by administrators do not recognize feel that the school had any right 
economic priorities in a learning that an 'education must be placed to place the referendum question 
institution. The case in point is above economic factors. The concerning the People's Peace 
that of Mr. Joseph Tempesta. Due purpose of an institution of higher Treaty on the ballots. Just as 
to economic factors and a change cd uca t ion is to educate. The there is a separation of church and . 
in course requirements it was students recognize this purpose state, there should be a separation 
necessary that a professor of i and support it. However, the of politics and education. Don't 
Western .Civilization be dropped I adminstration gives the students get me wrong, I'm all for 
from the Ithaca College History ! the impression that education is , extracurricular activity in politics 
Department. Overstaffing in this I secondary to economic priorities. on the campus, but a campus has 
subject area created an economic I· Markedly, the educational no right to cancel classes because 
strain upon the department. i syst~~ at Ithaca College is facing of its feelings concerning a 
However, as understandable as the : a crisis. The stu~c_nts ~us,t stand I political issue. It has a duty to 
case may seem, mu~t a truly : up lo the a~mm15t~at1o~ s ~alsc I those who differ in opinion or to 
competent and quahf1ed scholar goals and voice theu. 0 ~Jections. I those who just want what they 
suchasMr.Tcmpestabedismissed Should the admin1strators!have a right to have. I'm not 
by the department? continue to put their energies into ! saying that those who want to 
Mr. Tc m pest a presents his , a ~als~ goal ~nd sh~lllld_ students ! participate should not be excused, 
lectures with an interesting and: fail I~ their obJ~ctions, t~e 'but only that all students are 
inform at iv e a p Pro a ch to edu~lion system will also fail, I given the option to go or not to 
a conceptual course in Western leavmg only remnants of what we go to class and that all classes 
Ci\'ilization. His st~dents give him hope.to achieve. . • l should be open for those who wish 
their fullest attention and respect Elhe Along 74 ; to e_xercise that option. I am not 
at all times. Unlike many of the going to college for political 
History professors. Mr. Tempesta reasons, I am going for an 
speaks to the students, and not No Politics education and my right to that 
AT them. Editor: 
1 
education which we are paying 
Mr. Tempesta's competency Before I leave Ithaca College through the teeth for, should 
' was never doubted by the History : for the year I would like to state always be exercised despite any 
Department. He has published a · my disgust a..t Ithaca College I political opinions of any number 
number of articles and will soon I students who insist upon involving 
1 
receive his doctorate's degree. The [ nation a 1 politics with Ithaca continued on p11111 s 
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of students. I am just asking for a 
separation of politics and 
education to the extent that I can 
get an e~ucation in the classroom, 
along with the extra-curricular 
one outside the classroom. 
j It was deemed a masterpiece and 
\ won wide accla: 1 throughout the 
, floor. Many people, though, were 
'1 disappointed because I hadn': 
remarked about their particular 
part in the floor destruction. (So 
who cares if you did break down a 
wooden door?) Ncedkss to say, I 
left the intellectual community 
and headed back for Job Hall. My 
Jett er was received, I presume read 
and I was advised that I would be 
contacted immediately regarding 
my complaints and suggestions. 
Editor: 
Sincerely, 
Ashley Mason 
Ruri Around 
On Thursday, April 16 at 9:30 
a.m., I made my first visit to the 
office of the President. I carclully 
wandered up the stairs, past the 
pictures of the previous presidents 
of Ithaca College, until I came to 
a rather large waiting-room 
outside of the President's office. 
This was my lucky day, or so I 
thought. (I'll try not to 
foreshadow the plot, because it's 
rather· anti-climactic anyway.) 
There I was, all alone in this huge 
waiting room with its two 
secretaries busily at work, filing 
their nails. Through an open door, 
I could sec the President pacing 
aimlessly about his office. All I 
wanted was a chance to talk with 
the President about my particular 
off-campus housing situation· and 
a few small problems that I had 
experienced living in Ithaca's 
intellectual community - the West 
Tower. 
The secretaries were extremely 
friendly, considering that they 
were aware I obviously didn't 
come to donate any money to the 
school. One of the secretaries 
courteously proceeded to inform 
me about proper protocol. (That 
is the red tape a student must go 
through to sec a man· who is 
seemingly free at the time 
anyway.) Her protocol insisted 
that I must write a letter of my 
grcivanccs or whatever before any 
appointment could be arranged. 
Disheartened, I left the 
secretaries, the large waiting room 
and Job Hall and headed back to 
the intellectual community. Here 
my floor-mates helped me write 
my letter of appointment to the 
king. 
Writing this letter was fun. (It 
a pp ca red in the Ithacan 's last 
issue.) Each person took his turn 
remembering the things they'd 
broken or the good times they'd 
had over the past two years. In no 
time at all, the letter was finished. 
Friday came. I gave them a 
break. (I suppose some people arc 
slow readers.) Then the 
week-end. I was hoping the 
President would stop up and 
.. hava-becr" at one of my 
floormates' keg parties. Still no 
1 uck. Soon it was Monday 
morning. No reply. I was 
beginning to wonder if maybe my 
letter had given the President a 
seizure and all of the 
administrators were home in 
mourning. So I went back down 
to Job Hall to pay my 
condolences. Well, when I got 
there. the secretaries were all in 
that huge waiting room. They 
weren't dressed in black, so I 
presumed everything was alright. 
Wrong again! 
As things turned out, I had 
been referred to the Vice 
President of Student Affairs. 
(Considering that I wrote for an 
appointment with the President I 
really don't think it was any of his 
Affair.) The Vice President has a 
diploma on the wall of his office, 
upstairs in the Union, that 
certifies him as a psychologist in 
the state of New York. So even 
though he did tell me that he 
couldn't help me, I felt that I was 
~upposed to read something into 
his statement anyway. 
"Sorry Steve," he said, using 
his casual one-to-one first name 
approach. 
"My name is Stu," I said. 
He continued, "Sorry Stu, but 
I can't help you." 
I wonder what he meant by 
that? 
Stuart Werner 
Insensitivity 
Editor, 
Last week I had a most 
I Mama Told Me Not To Come 
by Nu thin Muffins and Awful Waffles 
To SAGA, we leave a copy of the cookbook "One Hundred Ways 
To Prepare Salt." (Dr.) 
•••• * 
To newly crowned President Phillips, we leave a 255 pound tube 
of toothpaste. 
• • * • • 
To the rest' of the administration, we leave a copy of the book 
"Redundancy, and Edible Wild Plants." 
••••• 
To Safety Division, we leave our Elliot Ness Secret Decoder Pin. 
•• * •• 
To Dave Knowlton . we leave admiration, gratitude and our 
emergency blinker. 
* ••• •· 
To those who know, we leave a bit of ourselves, and congratulate 
them for their incredible patience. 
•••• * 
To everyone who read our poor httle column we say thank-you, 
and we hope it made you smile. 
••••• 
A healthy organism is one that can still poke fun at itself. We 
hope Ithaca College lives a long life. 
• • • * • 
People, here's an inscription for the bottoms of your sneakers: 
"If you can read this, I'm standing on your face!·· 
• • • • • 
To any IC guy who's getting bald - keep it up. 
• • • • • 
Beware of freaks wearing Perma-press work shirts. 
"interesting" experience which I'd 
like to relate. I had an interview 
with The President's Host 
Selection Committee which lasted 
approximately three minutes. 
From the time I entered their 
waiting room and sat at the head 
of the table. I had four people , 
question me, one by one. on 
insane, unimportant absurdities. 
Recently, I have been involved 
with a committee on the selection 
of Head Residents for next year. 
J, myself, have interviewc.\d 
six perspective applicants. As an 
interviewer. I feel as do many 
others, that a battering of 
inconsequential, petty questions 
to nervous applicants proves 
useless. So, therefore, after much 
discussion with the Head Resident 
Selection Committee, we decided 
that an informal conversation 
with these perspective head 
residents would be much more 
revealing and beneficial. Instead 
of sitting at a long table and 
having each person throw out a 
structured, short question, two of 
us casually discussed any topic 
which arose in an informal setting. 
In this way. we were able to relate 
freely and openly with the 
applicant and also put his/her at 
ease. To me, one learns much 
more about people by talking 
sincerely and openly, rather than 
hy astute questioning .. 
Besides· having to talk to 
students, these perspective head 
r~sidents talked to administrators 
and present Head Residents who 
conducteu similar interviews. By 
doing this, both the interviewer 
and the applicant were able to see 
various perspectives of each 
couple. After we all had 
com plctcd our evaluations, we 
polled our reactions and thoughts 
and together selected four couples 
out of eighteen applicants. 
lnconSistency: 
Or Honesty? 
As the end .of the spring term approaches it appears likely that 
the Ithaca College community will again be subjected to dema~ds 
that the College take a stand as a corporate body on controvcrs1al 
political issues. Unfortunately, such demands are usually made_ at 
awkward t imcs and under distressing circumstances, thereby making 
it all but impossible to subject them to the calm and reasonable 
analysis which should be the hallmark of an intellectual community. 
In order that the various segments of our local community have an 
opportunity to reflect dispassionately on the implications of such 
demands, may I recommend that your newspaper reprint the 
following excerpts from a declaratio!l of a large group of members of 
the Academic Council of Stanford University? 
"We ... oppose the taking of institutional pos1t10ns by the 
University or any official body 'thereof on matters not related 
directly to the proper functioning of the University ._. . . 
Independent of the question of legal authonty, there exISt 
compelling reasons against the University's taking political positions. 
Simply put: it is no part of the proper· business of a University to 
express institutional views on most public issues. 
More dangerously, the University's commitment to particular 
political positions tends to create an institutional orthodoxy which 
makes "heretics" of those who disagree, and which is inconsistent 
with the University's fundamental commitment to the continual 
crfrical search for truth in all areas. 
Every university has been the object of attempts, both internal 
and external, to impose orthodoxies in particular matters. These 
pressures often have been from the Right. But orthodoxy is no less 
pernicious because its content is "liberal." For the particular 
position that a university takes is not nearly so self-destructive as the 
fact that it takes a position. As Professor Philip B. Kurland of the 
University of Chicago Law School has put it: 'The essence of the 
academy is disinterestedness. Its justification is disinterestedness. An 
institution cannot be both a political force and an institution 
dedicated to the search for knowledge and its dissemination. Asa 
university makes a political commitment, it destroys its claim to· 
academic freedom. And without academic freedom, the search for 
and dissemination of knowledge becomes more shadow than 
substance. If research begins with a commitment to an answer, it 
should not be surprising that the expected answer is forthcoming.' 
Honest and intense argument about political issues is essential to 
the intellectual vitality of the University. But when the prize for 
winning a-n argument is power - even the muager power of speaking 
"for" the University - honest tends to become compromised and 
argument becomes a divisive force." · I am quite disturbed by the · lack of sensitivity and perception 
that went into selecting 
President's Hosts. It is a job that 
needs concerned, warm, sensitive, 
intcllige:: people, yet these 
students will not be found by 
asking such trite questions as, 
"What is Ithaca College's best and 
worst social aspect?" This, to me, 
shows a definite lack of insight. i"i 
the interviewer and in turn,! 
hampers the interviewed person.· 
When questions such as this are 
posed, one cannot help but give 
short, stilted answers. 
........ al 1f p A •i 
.............................. 
Also, I feel that students 
should not be the only criteria for 
selecting President's Host 
members. It is unnatural to be 
questioned by four people, three 
of whom you know personally. 
Since President's Host is a 
voluntary service to help not 
present Ithaca <;:ollcge st udcnts, 
but incoming freshmen and their 
parents, I feel that the 
administration should participate 
in this selection. President's Host 
could be a workable and 
important function at this college, 
if a little more time, effort and 
thought were put into its 
formation. 
This letter is not based on my 
rejection to this organization. , 
That in itself is an absurdity; an · 
organization such as this should 
be open for all those who are 
willing to volunteer their time and 
·effort! I sincerely hope that you 
and other groups who operate on ! the above principles re-evaluate 
· your methods and revise a new 
: way of interviewing. Afterall I 
I. think most of us would agree that , · it is impossible to know or to 
: judge a person's ability within a 
\ three-minute session. 
I 
I 
> ........ ,. ,_ •.'~ • r 
Sincerely, 
Judi Samilow 
Hilo, Hawaii (LNS) - Hawaii 
Harpoon, a Hawaiian underground 
paper won a suit against a local 
radio station which refused to 
play its ads. The station played 4 
of the 24 ads that the paper had 
bought and then broke its 
contract stating that the ads were 
embarassing. 
One ad featured a 90 year-0ld 
woman saying that Harpoon 
WBCOMI I.C. SlUDINl'I 
TO 
turned her on and another in 1TALIAN AMERICAN 
• 
• 
• .
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
which "Harpoon Man" fights off a cu1s1NE 
11 
well-known, local capitalist with a SPECIALS ON : 
rolled-up copy of the Harpoon.. DINNEU • LUNCH!S i 
The station manager, a former CAIIYOUI& : 
military intelligence officer, said : 
th d h t th " thf l . ,. TAKE RT. 13 TO 3rd ST EXIT • c a s ur c you u image • 
of his station and didn't appeal I 120 THIRD STREET i 
. .. to the kind of youth we like." I ....:.•••••••••••w•• .. ••••••••••••1 
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SATURDAY JIM AND TISHN 
SUNDAY - "KEY LARGO" 
MOVIE 
Humphrey Bogart 
Lauren Bacall 
Edward G. Robinson 
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Columbia (! 
·.·MUD SLIDE 
.tSLIM AND 
''THE BLUE . 
.. 'p_ORIZP~"-
.· / 
,· 
BARTOK: SUITE FOR TWO PIANOS, Op. 40/14 
PIECES FROM "MIKR-OKOSMOS"-Rlchard & John 
Contlguglla, Connoisseur Society CS 2033 (5). 
The Contlguglla Bros. - Richard & John's piano ar~lstry 
has a style, a quality of perfection about It that demands to 
be noticed. In this album of the tint recorded unions of 
Bartok's "Suite for Two Pianos," and his "Fourteen Pieces 
from Mlkrokosmos," their expertise and unique styling make 
the compositions come alive. 
CROSBY, STILLS, 
NASH & YOUNG 
i ,, • u,,,,, 
~,, 
S 
~~ 
~ ::: 
:: 
. =: 
405 COLLEGE A VE. ITHACA 272-2216 
STORE HOURS: SUN. - NOON - 7P.M., 
MONDAY - FRIDAY - 9:30 - 9P.M./SAT.,9:30 - 7 
/ROIi 
• 
. " ~ . ~ ·.~ .. 
•, ... 
Special 
Assistant 
ppointed-
To Prexy· 
by Barbara D. Katz 
Mrs. Eileen Dickinson of 
Garden City, New York, has been 
appointed the Special Assistant to 
President Phillips. 
Mrs. Dickinson comes from 
Queens College in Flushing where 
she served as a research assistant. 
She has had experience in research 
and government public relations. 
From I 943-55, she worked as a 
head researcher in the Business 
and Finance section of TIME· 
magazine. During this period, she 
was also a researcher for 
FORTUNE magazine in New·: 
York and London. Mrs. Dickinson 1 
was the Director of State: 
Publicity for the New York State 1 
Department of Commerce from 
1955-57. 
' .- ..... . ~ ''r ~· 
Buffalo: 
,,, _,._..,. '··1:.-. 
. ~ 
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by Denis Kitchen 
High Notes 
appearing a; Kleinhans Music Hall 
MARY TRAVERS, May 1, 8:30 p.m. 
JOHN SEBASTIAN with MASHMAKAN, May:?, 8:00 p.m. 
Rochester: 
THE TEMPTATIONS, May 7, 8:00 p.m. 
DIZ7-IE GILLESPIE, May I 0, 8:00 p.m. 
ELTON JOHN, June 14, 8:00 p.m. 
appearing at War Memorial 
E_MERSON, LAKE & PALMER with POCO, May 15, 8:00 p.m. 
Syracuse: 
Albany: 
RARE EARTH, May 29, 8:00 p.m. 
TOM JONES.June 23,8:00 p.m. 
appearing at War Memorial. 
BLOOD SWEAT & TEARS, May l, 8:30 p.m. 
JOHN SEBASTIAN, May-8, 8:00 p.m. 
appearing at State Univ (Gym) 
DIZZIE GILLESPIE, May I, 9:00 p.m. 
In the early I 950's, she became 
a Board member of the New York 
Young Democrats. When 
Governor Averill Harriman ran for 
the presidential nomination in 
19 5 6, she acted as his press aide at 
the Chicago Democratic 
Convention. She later assisted her 
late husband, Edward Dickinson, 
in his unsuccessful campaign for 
the U.S. Senate nomination in 
1958. 
EIieen Dickinson: Prexy•s new right arm (Date of .appearances for all performances are tentative and 
subject to possi?le change. Tickets are available at place of · 
~erform~nce and m some cases elsewhere in the cities. For further 
information contact the listed place of performance.) 
Mrs. Dickinson was chairman she attended Horace Mann 
of the TIME, Inc. unit of the School for Girls in New York, 
Newspaper Guild from 1950-53, graduated cum laude in economics 
and w~s also a _member of the from Bryn Mawr College, and 
Executive Committee _of ~he New , received her master's degree in 
York local of the Guild m 1955. I economics from Columbia 
S_he was. recently elected a University. 
v,1ce-pres1dent of the_ Catskill Mrs. Dickinson is the widow of 
Center for Conservation and the late Edward T. Dickinson 
Developi:nent, Inc. who was president of. the NeV.: 
WIITERBEDS IIRE SWEEPING 
THE COUNTRY I I 
EVERYONE SAYS "TWO THINGS ARE 
I~ BETTER ON A WATERBED, AND ONE 
'/ 
1 
\ ~o,: TH~.M IS SLEEP'" 
York Racing Association from 
1959 until his death in 1969. 
ASIATIC GARDEM 
Chin .... Amerlcan Food 
114 W. State St. 
272 • 1350 
CARRY OUT, ALSO 
•••••••• 
--.1 
11=====:::;::============1 :1 
EDUCATE YOUR MOTHER FOR MOTHER'S DAY. 
BUY BOOKS! 
Co~R BOOK. STOPG 
115-17 S. CAYUGA ST. ITH"CA, NEW YORK 14850 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
FRIDAY· MOMMY'S REVENGE 
SATURDAY - RAZMATAZ 
next week 
THURSDAY and .SATURDAY 
RIZE 
Fine rock & roli band from Conn. 
tequila ~c 
FRIDAY 
BOFFALONGO 
12 noon • 1 P.M. 
······························································· 
Movie Review 
Gimmie Shelter 
& · Selections 
by Lorin Weigard 
While "Woodstock" may have been the love generation at its 
flowering best. it alway~ did imply a seemingly limited life span to 
its exuberant freedom. It is the Rolling Stone's cellul01d account of 
their second Woodstock in the West, entitled "Gimme Shelter" that 
formally signals the death of the peacefulness and tranquility of 
these huge gathering~ for music. And a violent end it is, as Heirs 
Angels acting as bodyguards continually interrupt the concert by 
beating spectators. A murder forever penetrates the spirit of the ill 
fated event as Mick Jagger pleads for everyone to get thiqgs together 
and stop hurting each other. 
IC visiting Praf Rod Serllng Is on campus again. Photo by Alan T: NaJar 
Within the Film Department he has this past week conducted a writing 
course. He will return to the campus for some summer courses. The famed 
writer will also teach in the fall. 
G:t£P]PAA • nsnnr.::nonn#t --"Gimme Shelter" is the disturbing embodiment of documentary 
of the new sort that docs not set out to present any particular 
message but establishes methods and atmospheres for consideration 
Such atmospheres range from the triumphant Thanksgiving 1969 
concert at the Garden, to the solitude of the recording studio where 
some tracks for the "Sticky Fingers" album arc completed as the 
legal details arc ironed out for the free concert, to the California 
tragedy, and hack to the editing room where Jagger and Charlie 
Watts sort over the rushe~ with the editor and piece the segments in 
order (as we shall later sec it) with the added convenience of being 
able to play back a murder at will for evaluation. 
F Bl Recruitment 
Banned s·y Congress 
The Stones have always represented rebellion', and compared to 
their mop-haired contemporaries, the Beatles, their music was 
primitively violent. But in "Gimme Shelter" the irony of their lyrics 
jutted against the scene of the concert and the climatic stabbing have 
never been so forceful or demanding. "I shouted out, • Who killed 
the Kcnncdys', when after all it was you and mc!. .. War, Children! 
It's just a Shot away!" 
• * * * * 
The student film al Ithaca College was established this week with 
tl\c showing of Stuart Schcslow's short entitled "Selections", a 
sensitive portrayal of isolated memories of a crippled Vietnam 
veteran· now confined to a wheelchair. While "Selections" is on the 
screen there is a definite and pointed style that combines cinema and 
stagecraft representation to dramatize its inind probing. But the film 
is too short (obviously practical considerations limit the scope) to 
have a total effect upon its viewers. There arc JUst not enough 
segments from the past to establish a three dimensional person, but 
there is a definite germ of material that I feel should be expanded 
w h c never possible. and the results should prove to be most 
interesting. 
'-- The Student Congress Tuesday 
night cqnvened for the last time 
this year. The body, a more or less 
ad hoc group since the dissolution 
of the executive board passed a 
number of resolutions and 
rccog n ized the newly elected 
congress officials. The actions 
passed included a reaffirmation of 
the three referendums voted on 
by th•! student body in the past 
election. Congress banned FBI 
recruitment on campus and asked 
that all agents or college property 
declare their presence. A method 
of en for.cing this was not 
included. The ban· on milit:.ry 
recruitmg was lifted while till'· 
People's Peace Treaty was ratified 
by Congress. The Treaty will be-
signed by the chairman and sent 
to Washington for the MAYDAY 
activities. The group also passed a 
resolution calling for the 
cancellation of classes on May 5, 
following the national policy of 
Y>ucan.t 
~it WitJtyou 
But you ~ take someone to it before you go. Give yourself 
something to remember. Entertain your out-of-town friends at 
Ichabod -- its the closest thing to your last four years, right at 
the bottom of the hill. . 
Call for your reservations now. before it's too late. 
GET A LOAD OF OUR NEW MENU. 
ITS SOMETHING El.SE! 
- 114 E.ST ATE - 273-7575 
no business as usual on that date. 
Two important elections were 
held Tuesday night. John Sadwith 
and Jeff White were elected 
student representatives to the 
Board of Trustees to serve terms 
of one and tw~ear~ respectively. 
Kevin Brownell was electet• 
chairman of Student Congress to 
serve next term. 
In other business, the proposed 
budget for next years Congress 
was left for finalization next year 
and a motion was passed 
suggesting more minority 
representation on the Board of 
Trustees. 
Tax Revolt May Be 
The Real Answer 
Washington ( LNS) - Nearly 
seven out of ten Americans now 
say they could sympathize with a 
"taxpayer's revolt" where "people 
would refuse to pay any more 
taxc~ unlc~s taxes and ~pending 
were red uccd," according to a 
recent Gallup poll. By 82 to 14 
percent. people agree that the 
"big tax burden falls on the little 
people in this country today." 
ABORTION 
INFORMATION 
A~D 
ASSISTANCE 
CALL (215) Ill • SIOO 
24 .... ,. 1 dlfl 
FbR TOTALLY COIF~ 
DENTIAL INFORMATION, 
We recorrotn•nd only: 
tl,e most reput•blo ~hy1icitn1: doc• 
ton ollerin9 f•ir tnd rtHontble 
prices: 1ervice1 which will be cOf'lt• 
pletely within the low orvict1 p.,. 
formed •I •ccreditod ho1pilol1. 
L11al A .. rtl111 With11t D1l11 I ARS IMT. 
-
I, It 
MAHLER 
or 
MAYALL 
1t,cortlin1s-
1 inti 111~111 At 
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men's Bryson Deluxe 
dress shirts 
reg.s.oo,s.so i,99 
Brvson De Luxe new Cassini fashion 
tones in tone solids, strong stripes, bold 
stripes to suit every man ... all with the 
fashionable long pomt collar. 65% 
Dacron"' polyester, 35% cotton 
permanent press in.sizes 141/2 to 17. 
ST~RE FOR Ml="' ~TPEET FLOOR 
Hot 
Pants 
reg. 8.00 4,99 
reg. 10.00 &.99 
The fashion craze of the season, now at special 
Anniversary Sale savings! Button front and 
sailor styles in 100% combed cotton. All famous 
brand in becoming stripes and solids. Sizes 5 to 
13. 
space dye knits 
reg. 10.00 2 for 13.00 
6.99-ea. 
Just choose your style ... jewel, turtleneck, v· 
neck, tank top or lace front. Washable Fortrel 0 
polyester, in light with dark overtones; pink, 
blue, green, gold, rose, orange and violet. Small, 
medium and large. 
BETTER SPORTSWEAR, SECOND FLOOR 
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Ri,iera sun glasses 
values to 4.00 1.89 
Now's the time to wear the latest 
"see throughs" and we have a great 
selection of quality Riviera shades. 
Choose from black, tortoise or 
colored frames in all the fashion 
styles ... round, octagonal, squares 
... whatever you prefer. And at once 
a year savings! 
JEWELRY, STREET FLOOR 
ARY SALE 
men's knit 
shirts 
reg. 4.00 
3.19 
100% cotton with 
short sleeve 
styling. Assorted 
stripes in small, 
medium, large and 
extra large sizes. 
STORE FOR MEN, 
STREET FLOOR 
ermanent press raincoats 
rom a famous mamdacturer 
reg. 21.00 15,90 
• navy • beige • olive • brown 
Single or double breasted styles featuring a. neat bull~n 
front, convertible collar and a self belt. Fash,oned of 551/o 
Dacron0 polyester, 45% Avril 0 rayon for a permanent p~ess 
finish that is water repellent. Lined for shape retention. 
Machine washable. Misses sizes, 8 to 16. 
. - . 
r
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small leather goods 
reg. J.OOto 10.00 ½ off 
Famous brand leather goods in discontinued 
styles. Bill folds, French clutches and sets in a 
va. iety of styles, colors. 
HANDBAGS, STREET FLOOR 
walk shorts 
reg. 6.00 
3.99 
Men's walk. shorts in 
stripes, checks and plaids. 
Dacron' polyester and 
cotton in sizes 30to 42 
all man's slacks reduced 
from stock 
20% off 
Dressy and casual slacks and our complete 
stock of· men's jeans reduced for our 
Anniversary Sale. Sizes 30 to 44 
reg. 8.00 ..................... ·. 
reg. 9.00 .............. . 
reg. 10.00 .................. . 
reg. 12.00............. . .. . 
reg. 14.00 .................. . 
6.39 
7.19 
7.99 
9.59 
11.19 
STORE FOR MEN, STREET FLOOR 
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famous brand flare leg 
jeans and slacks 
m 
l> 
reg. 10.00 to 12.00 
6.99 
= C, 
l> 
-
A must for your casual life .. form lilting pants 
that show off your waist, flare gently at the 
ankles. Cottons and blends in beige, plum, black 
and navy. Junior sizes 5 to 15. 
2 
en 
BETTER SPORTSWEAR, SECOND FLOOR 
cotton· or nylon 
fashion Tee Tops 
reg. 3.00, 3.50 2 for &.oo 
• solids • stripes 
Several styles ,n either fashionable crew 
neck or the cool, low neck styles. Choose 
from $leeveless cir short sleeved tops in 
colorful solids or dazzling stripes. Be ready 
for the warm weather and save dollars at 
the same time. Misses sizes . 
BUDGET SPORTSWEAR, STREET C:LOC>n 
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What you should know about diamonds 
when you know it's for keeps 
You'\·e dreamed about )OUr 
Uiamond engagement ring a thou-
sand times. But now that )'OU 
know it's for keeps, it's time to 
stop dreaming and start learning 
about diamonds and their value. 
Because no two diamonds 
arc exactly alike, jewelers have 
adopted exacting standards 10 de-
termine the relative value of each 
and every diamond in the world. 
These standards include a dia-
mond's size (carat weight), color, 
cut and clarity. 
COLOR: Fine white diamonds arc 
quite rare and valued accordingly. 
Other shades in relative order of 
their worth are: blue, yellow, 
brown and black. 
CUT: The cut of a diamond-the 
facets placed on it by a trained 
cutter-brings out the gem's fire 
and brilliance. Anything less than 
correct cut reduces beauty, bril-
liance and value. 
CLARITY: Determined by the ab-
sence of small impurities. A pc1 · 
feet diamond has no impurities 
when examined under ten power 
magnification by a trained eye. 
CARAT: A ·diamond's size is 
measured in carats. As a diamond 
increases in size, its price will 
increase even more if the quality 
remains constant. But larger dia-
monds of inferior quality may ac-
tually be worth less than smaller, 
perfect diamonds. 
Although it's important to 
know the facts about diamondJ, 
you certainly don't have to be an 
expert to choose a Keepsake Dia-
mond Ring ... because Keepsake 
guarn11tus a diamond of fine white 
color, correct cut and perfect clar-
ity or replacement assured. The fa. 
mous J{ccpsakc certificate provides 
permanent registration, trade-in 
value and protection against loss 
of diamonds from the setting. 
Your Keepsake Jeweler has 
a complete selection of new styles. 
He's in the Yellow Pages under 
"Jewelers." Or, dial free day or 
night long distance 800-24!1-6000. 
In Connecticut, call 800-942-0655. 
~psa.ke• 
REGISTERED DIAMOND RINGS 
© 
. ----.. ---------------................................... ----... -.......... --------.. --................. -------------------· ; 
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING 
Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" 
plus full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25t, 
S-71 
Nern•------------------------
Add,.,.__ ______________________ _ 
C,tt·~-------------·C•---------
s,.,,, _________________ 1,.,_ _____ _ 
KEEPSAKE, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK IS20l 
.., ____ ............................................... ----.. ----------·-·-----------------------------------~--
Ring, from $100 lo $10,000 Trodo Mork Rog. A. H. Pond Co. 
Ithaca's Exclusive Keepsalle Dealer 
ALTMAN & GREEN is 
the only s~ore in Ithaca 
chos~n to sell 
Keepsake Dia morids. 
Come in and see why. 
Ou.,, :>,a,,,,, 11 S ,~ S 1,s 00 
Divided pay_ments.orrcnged 
7M Housr of P,,son•I S,,.,,ct' .,nr1 81.tml f,.,d•,,,.. 
Open Frida11 Night, 'til 9 P.M.v) 
£J'-"~.. ···-:::: 
.AltmaB,&Green :-t~ 
~.J. Jewelers I -
v\ 11119 ~ doll. 1448.Slata~-•vll~-1810• 
._,._Y ... 1_, 
NOTES 
by Richard Finzer 
William Kunstler, defense lawyer at the Chicago Conspiracy Trial, 
will speak tonight on the IC campus. Kunstler will speak on 
conspiracy trials and the May Day events in Washington, at 8 p.m. in 
the Ben Light Gym. There is a SO cent donation. 
***** Dr. Wendell Bryce was named President of the Friends of Ithaca 
Colk~e at thtir ,pnn~ meeting Sunday C April :!5) here at Ithaca 
College. 
* * * * * 
Robert J. Regala. Registrar of Ithaca College since 1963. has 
resigned his post to accept an appointment late this summer as joint 
registrar for Hamilton-Kirkland College in Clinton, N.Y. 
* * * * * 
Rcvius 0. Ortique, Jr., New Orleans attorney and former member 
of the President's Commission on Campus Unrest, will be the 
principal speaker at Ithaca College's 76th Commencement at IO a.m. 
Saturday. 1'.fay 15 in Hill Physical Education Center. 
* * * * * 
A three-vear research grant of nearly S65 ,000 has bc.:n awarded 
by the National Institute of Health, effective May I, to Ithaca 
College Chemistry Professor Robert F. Pasternack. One of 
Pasternack's specialties is the study of rates of very rapid reactions in 
solution. 
* * * * * 
The Freshman Orientation Committee will he meeting at 6 p.m. 
in the Union Lounge on Monday, May 3. Anyone interested in being 
a counsellor should attend. 
* * * * * 
About 40 working broadcast newsmen from the central New 
York Arca arc expected to attend a New York State Associated 
Broadcasters Association workshop May I at Ithaca College. Ted 
Kavanaugh, news director at WNEW-TV (channel 5) NYC. will lead a 
discussion on television news. A discussion on radio news will be led 
by Paul Ehrlich, news director for WABC radio, NYC. 
* * * * * 
Undergraduate credit will be offered for four courses scheduled 
this summer at the Finger Lakes Institute, the environmental center 
at Senaca Lake operated for Ithaca College, and nine other colleges 
and universities that arc members of the College Center of the Finger 
Lakes. Furl her information and course information may be obtained 
from the Finger Lakes Institute at the CCFL headquarters in 
Corning. 
* * * * * 
Sunday, May 2, EUB will present the film "Gambit", starring 
Shirley Mclaine, and Michael Caine. It will be shown at 7, and 9: I 5 
p.m. in the Union Rec Room. 
* * * * * 
May 8, "The Graduate will be presented in the Main Theatre on 
the PA Building. 
' 
·, Cellos Play 
I 
I A u~:~,:~~~nvolYmg 
over fifty cellos will take place 
this Friday, April 30 at 8: I 5 pm 
in Ford Auditorium. 
Professional, student and 
amateur cellists from as far as 
Binghamton, Syracuse and 
Pennsylvania who comprise the 
Ithaca Cello Club will be 
conducted by its founder, Einar 
Holm, assistant professor of cello 
at Ithaca College. 
Holm was conductor of the 
California Cel)o Club for eight 
years before coming to the 
Juilliard School in New York 
· where he also conducted mass 
cello ensembles. 
In San Francisc<1 he prepared 
an orchestra of sixty cellists for 
two performances which one of 
his former teachers, the great 
cellist Pablo Casals conducted. 
Included in Friday's program is 
"Les Rois Majes" from an 
Oratorio by Casals. Colin 
Hampton's ··Hymn to St. Cecilia'' 
•and selected chorales and 
movements from the 
Unaccompanied Cello Suites of 
Johann Sebastian Bach will also 
be performed by the mass cello 
ensemble. Eight cellos will join 
Christine Kobalak, soprano, for 1 
section from Heitor Villa-Lobos' 
beautiful Brazilian tribute to 
Bach, "Bachianas Brasileiras No. 
5." 
Block and George Green will join 
Ithaca professors Joseph Tague 
and Holm and guests David 
Howard, Nancy Green and Susan 
Kilton for Bach's "Brandenbur 
Concerto No. 6 ". 
Anton Webern's brief yet 
seldom heard "St ring Quartet Op. 
28" will be performed by 
professors Black, Green, Barrie, 
Jones and Holm. 
Recently in Nt•w York's 
Philharmonic Hall one hundred 
cellists gathered from all over the 
world to play tribute to Pablo 
Casals. One rarely has an 
opportunity to hear such a unique 
gathering of any one instrument. 
This Friday will be your chance 
here at Ithaca. 
t 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
every night 
• 
EXOCTIC DANCERS 
from N.Y:c. 
3 Shows - lQ, 11, 12 
(local talent wanted) 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
LET US HELP YOU 
Call us now (collect) and 
one or our dedicated stall 
wlll answer your question, 
about placement In Cllnlcs 
and accredited Ho1pltal1 
In New York City. 
LOW COST 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIA°L 
AVAILABLE 7 DAYS A WEEK 
CALL ANYTIME (collect) 
(212) 371-6670 
or 
(212) 759-6810 
WOMEN'S 
PAVILION 
INC . 
515 MADISON A{ENUE, N. Y, 
----·· ---------
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Mayday -In DC 
SU 
... Vital_ loformation 
• uu a nrern A A • 24 hr. Phone Nos. CHILD CARE: 667-1377 call 
N.Y. REGIONAL HQs: FE onlytill9:oop.m. 
3.7212 
LEGAL AID: 833-9480 
GENERAL RECEPTION & 
HOUSING: 26S-S838, 26S-5842. MEDICAL CENTER: 546-0024. 
•4'U u ner.accu.: n ,uuu.446·1)~ ,as ant 
Washington, D.C. (LNS) - If, :-.lilitary (National Guard and 
you ·arc planning lo come to : Federal troops) and thc- DC pohct' 
Washington, be prepared! Wear j forc.:c. There will be no outside 
heavy shoes and boots. Bring I civilian polil:..: called in for 
sleeping bags and blankets and Mayday. 
tents. Extra blankets will help The central tactic of the 
other. Bring one canteen per defensive forces w_ill be 
person so you don't shrivel up 
when it gets hot. 
Bring as little ID as you think 
you will need and bring S25 if 
you can for bail money. ju~, in 
case. Bring gauze pads and 
squeeze bottles filled with water 
and egg solution (water, beaten 
egg and baking soda mixes well 
together) in case there is gas. 
There will be free communal 
feasts of granola in the morning. 
peanut butter for snacks. and a 
vegetable, rice, bean salad dinner. 
If you can. bring lots or food 10 
2111 Florida Ave, NW. 
Toilet facilities will be 
provided by, of all people. the 
CENTRAL 
WASHINGTON 
~- s· i;: .. ·;t' ~ j 
ST ~ ; 
" 
" 
Government. ~~~~==§:~~ "-,:-;-.. ~ __ ..,. / 
When you get to Washington. ~ ;1 \2 n,. Hu 
try to find out where people from I ,; .-¥' ' ~ 
your region arc camped. Get the communications, we suggest I share. (And don't forget your cadres. There will be. with rare 
address and phone number of the regions secure bull horns and I duffle bag to carry all this.) exception. the same misdemeanor 
Inscribe them both on your arm. part ici pant shou Id bring a Arrest and Jail - Given our arrested. Any people booked with 
movement center for your region short range walkie talkies. Every I charge laid against all people 
In line with the principle of transister radio. The Mayday numbers, arrest. hooking, an unusual charge will 
regional self-reliance. go to your logistics section will send out I detention and court procedurl.!s immediately have his or her case 
regional movement center for help information over AM frequencies will he run on an assembly line assigned to a Mayday lawyer. 
in finding housing, <lay care. from special mobile transmitte1s. basis. Photographs will be for Finally. rumors of extreme 
transportation and up-to-date Our own logistic preparation identification purposes in the fines and Jail terms will Qc 
information. Let your region be should be oriented towards event of court actions. After i ramp:1nt. Ignore them. The 
your guide. individual self contained units. arrests people will be put in buses I maximum fin c I c vi c d in 
The following is a general People should bring wire cutters an<ltransportedtoabookingarca. ,Washington in mass arrest 
o v c rv i e w of the Federal for f enccs. \queezc bottles of usu,!lly adjaccn t to the detention 'l situations has been S25. In most 
Government's efforts to deal with water for gas. bamboo flutes. area. Prior to busing men and , cases the fine and bail has been 
Mayday. I tamborincs for people's music, I women will he segregated. All ·1 SIO. If we maintain our solidarity 
General - The current plans balloons. and flowers and food arrest and bookmg procedure will we should all be released with no 
call for a cooperative force of US be observed by the Mayday legal I chargc>s. 
, .... ~ .......... ~ ........••• ~........ .. ' . 
•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 
nights Dinner and Intoxicants 7 
Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. Res. : 272-.6484 
···············································~·································· 
,_ -
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Crossruff 
by Kevin Brownell and Richard Fi'nzer 
At . 
Cortland 
Faculty Mee·t Adopts Code 
Defeats Mayday Proposal 
17 Bye Byes Alger Hiss 
Two important issues affecting · decision to ratllY the recently 
the entire IC community were passed Student Congress proposal 
discussed and rnted on during to cancel all classes on 
Wednesday·s ..\.ll-Colkge Faculty Wednesday. May 5. in support of 
Since tlus will he the la~t you will ,cc of Cros~ruft for th1~ ycar. I l\leeting. Thc meeting which was the anti-war activith:s which will 
have dcddcll to wrllc a La,t W11l anti Tcsfamcnt for the 1'170-71 Once ~gain sparked with lively. and be going on that day in the 
school year. I ~ay goodbye to the following peoplc for the ~ummer . sometimes hl•atcd debate nation"s capital. After a lengthly 
and leave to them lhl! item~ wh1d1 they will most likdy be A p bl" F' eventually rl!sulted in thl! l!Xchangl! of opinion, the motion 
· u 1 c 1 <tu re f d rl!ml!mhcrl!d lor: ~ adoption of the code developed to accept the action o Stu ent 
I. Prl!~1dent Phi111p~ S 1500 worth of pJrking meter~. by the CJmpus Code Committee. , Congress was soundly defeat ell hy 
2. Stan Davi, the Studl!nl Advbory Committee. By Russ Halley and a resolution dealing with the : a 27-50 vote margin. It appeared 
3. Paul Farinella - a rnpy of Paul Levcnthal"s memoirs. :\fl cr 20 years of rclative . uprnming !\lay Day events. : that thc defeat did not center 
·1. Chuck Brodhead a hardbound edition of .. Up the• obscurity. Alger Hiss. the Vigorous debate prcceedcd the j around faculty disapproval of the 
Organ 11a11011'" and a lifi: ~uh~cnption to ··Readers Dige~t'". I dcfendent in a scandalous Anti Faculty's vote on the statement of Congress proposal, but rather 
5. l'rm·o,I Davie, Dale Carnag1c·~ ··llow to Win Friend~ and I Communist trial back in the late . rights and responsibilities for i around the widely held feeling 
lnl'luencc l'eopk .. and a V1ewmastcr V1cwer with a slide card of: llJ-W's is back on the public scene j members of the Ithaca College th:1t although many faculty 
Cayug.i LJke. , tod;1y The recent author of a ' community. The "Behavior Code.. members were in sympathy with 
_ I,_ l:'.1.111 l'ohkay ;,i _life s11h~cript1011 to "Better Home~ and I book concerning that trial entitled/ was submitted to thl! Faculty by the resolution, they felt that 
C,arden, and a package ol J\lagu.: Seeds. J ··In The Court Of Public Opinion·· , Code Committee Chairman John lth;ica College as an institution 
7. Big Bertha 2.49b dorrn-tramed d_ogs and cats. spoke Wednesday night at Cortland I Brown. The code represents should not take an official stand . 
.. iL Gwrge lkrron - a box of American Plastic Bricks and a Junior lstatc University about the ! legislative guide lines from which lmmcdiati:Jy following the vote, 
hrc :\larsh_al Badge. , _ :\lcCarthy Era. j actual rules and regulations will President Phillips suggested that a 
'I. l:ll ( obh a yl!ar s ~upply of conlcrencc~. 1 1948 \"I. k c·t 1 , eventually .be drafted Followin" ·resolution he adopted stating that n ,~ utta ·er iam )Crs a I · "" d f I I 0. Mr. Daly a blank copy of '"Ttw Ithacan" to he filled in : the discussion the motion was any st u cnt or acu ty member 
accord111g tn his own tastl!~ self-alleged ex-Comm un1st I . ·h ·l '1 • d ·d . d. who decided not to attend classes 
· · testified before the House ovcn1: c mingy en orsc. an 
11. :\Ir. ~1cwyk a blank lmtory hook to be filled in accordmg U A . A . . . f O II O wing the passage .1 n would not be penalized in any 
· n- mcr1can ct1t1t1cs · ·· • ' to h1~ own tastes. C . 1 . 1 1930. i amendment was added The manner. The faculty concurred 12. Mr. Emery a ~low wrist watch so he won't have to walk out I Ao! mmH,t~cc.ht diatl 111 t,i~ 1 st· :, amendment which also ·pass•·d with the President, because they · I ger 1ss a 1cen 11s c oscs · · ~ • 
of la1.:ully mcct111gs. f. d . 1 (' . · I stated that although the Code felt that in this manner students I, Mr ·1· · Iii • .t.. 1 f · ncn 111 l ic ommumst party. -(, · · d · and faculty members would 
• • 
1 
, crw1 gcr a year.; ~upp y o motions and I His· replied that he had known I omm1ttcc s rccommcn at1ons ammendmcnls. , .s d 'ff I were pa~scd this decision was have an option on May 5. instead 
14. lkan W1lhdm - a warped copy of '"I Was Kaiser Bill"s Bat · d · d b .. 1. d sub1·cct to the faculty having of a mandate. This resolution was 
. Chambers un er a d1 ercnt name I · · 
. .. . . . •. . . as a ·• ca cat JOUrna 1st an . . . · . Man ,111daycarssuppl~ of\VmtcrWcekendt1ckets. · 1 d 1 1 d 1 . r· _ II sufficient mput during the actual adopted. by a substantial - . 1a 1c pc 11m 111anc1a y "out l:,.DcanMcHenry -Dean\V1lhclm _ . .. . · drafting of the rule~ and majority, as several faculty 
. . ol pity . Chambers later cla1mcd I . I 6. I he Art Department a fleet of trucb to put 111 their rcgulatwns. m c mbers who opposed the 
garage~. continued on page 14 Following the endorsement. Congress resolution voled in favor 
I 7. The YAI-' all the hack issues of "Nexus" that we could find. discuss i O II swirled around the of the alternate proposal. 
• • " ~ .. lJ • ,t. ,. ~ -¥ ~ -lil ..i,; -It -lt .IJ ~ • .a,. :\a. 4 ,_ "' ._ ~ • ~ • « 1' • ~ • ~ ~ • 1L • • SAVE!!!!! 
~ ' \ 
'-.., 
lf. ~of' lODJ\Y lliRU NEiT WEEK. 
ct:50a,n t.o 5:50pm 
•STUA.RT!s ·,n COllEGE TOWN i'=> ha.vinq o.. '' LosT OUR. Lr:Ase." SI\Lf.i ANO we'vE GOT TO MOVE. 
IT'S ALL SPRING- o.ncl. SUMMER... M~Dl~E. B'ISL's'TIUHG- tfUST \70! We CAN'T STORE /d.J.... 
TH€SE FN\fCVS Ni'\ME. B~D ~ASHIONS ... OUR. Pfiti<...6S A~E so LOW You WON'T 
8ELIE\IE. THEM. COME. TD Sfl.>~Rr'S amd SAVE-! NE.JI.T fp.u.__ We.'L.C $6; 'r'OlJ 
AT 1tt'E: NaU ~TCef:. : 
I 
! 
l 
I 
MEN'S 
~EED-tNIT 
POLO-SHIRTS 
sOLios, STR. i P£S . 
R.EGf<o.oo 
~~, 
~lleT' AttT 4' ll&&'I!), ~~, ~~ 1CMU/IS 
\ 
, fo99 t ''199 ( 
HOT PN,&T Rtt-1\PERS ( 
~9-~~ ~JQ.99-* 
. . 
MINI-SKIRT 
Gll'fi-
CULLOTTES $it! 
1( 
c~•·~ SLACv;:Ij 
3/2Pric1 
i~~ .,,,: 
'2-
:,1'· ,; ,; ":ri,,l"-,,.,r-Ga~ 
' , 
. i 
IND\/\ ~iNT iioNics 
f~99 
,,. II' ,. ~ 1f, 'If Jif ,. .. ,,. 
•• 
Trustee Opposed 
continued from page 1 
elect Baldrich anyway because he 
i~ new blood and· they ,;;hould 
hegin the changes necessary on 
the Board after he is elected. 
Sadwith argues that such a policy 
would only serve to perpetuate 
the current nature of the Board. 
This question will be decided 
JI the mid-May meeting of th~ 
Board of Trustees. Sadwith is 
.:urrently trying-to find a qualified 
woman. Black or another member 
of a minority group to nominate 
to the Board and has con~idered 
1 he name of Bella Abzug. II any 
st udcnt would like to ~uggc~t a 
name to him to be brought up at 
t h:it May meeting, he would 
greatly appreciate such interest 
and help. Address suggest ions to 
John (Wax) Sadwith, c/o the 
Student Government Officc. 
n .... A ..... 
Boston ( LNS) Over 80',;, of 
Boston University"s ~t udents favor 
lcgali1.ing marijuana. according to 
a rnrvey- recently conducted by 
students. Forty-five percent do 
not scnse a confh<.:t bet w.:cn a 
lawver·s use of mariju,ma :md l11s 
or i1cr duty to uphold the law. 
And !JO% think that an arrest for 
marijuana use ~hou((l not prevent a 
pcrson·~ admission to the Bar. 
Or tho~e responding to the 
survcy, 87',-;, ~aid that they had 
tried marijuana, 63';;, ~aid th.:y 
had tried hashish. 24'.i· had tncd 
mescaline, 14';i, had tried LSD and 
··do ium. 
,,. 
,', 
David.Lelman: It's all in the name 
The room ha~ a namc - The 
Crossroads. The wmning name 
was submitted by David Le1man 
of Terrace l 2B. The Cro~sroads is 
the room recently constructed 
opposite the Towers Snack Bar. 
Folk singers. flicks. open 
microphones and reading~ arc 
regular evening activities of this 
Egbert Union spon~orcd program 
opened to the Ithaca College 
Communit free of charge. 
Food Stamp Program 
Effects Changes 
by Barbara Hellman 
Some changes have n:cently The College will additionally 
been made 111 thc Food Stamp furnish information about annual 
Programinlthaca.:'llrs,Boytonof tuition ,1nd fees and any 
thc Department of Social Servin:s scholarships and financial aid the 
1· x p I a i n e d t h c po 1 1, y studcn.t may be rccciving. 
mod1f1cat1ons in issuing food Another new ruling rut into 
stamp~. 
One var1at1o'n concerns the 
distribution of cash re~ources to 
students. The sum pf savings 
(including checking account 
balance~ and bonds) will he 
<livided by the number of ~chool 
month~ in the year. then 
distributed monthly in equal 
am ounh. For example. assume 
that there arc two months of 
classes left in the year and that a 
student possesses $100, 111 cash 
resources, The equivalent amount 
is considered by the 111111 and the 
student will r.:cc1ve SSO payments 
to live on. This method of 
dbtribut10n has been in effect 
since January. when a federal 
audit of the Food Stamp Unit 
indicated impmncr .illOl:ation of 
funds. 
Secondly. lct!cr~ arc hl'lllg 
mailed to the parents of all 
undergraduate applicants of the 
program to find out if their d1ild 
i S r e C C i \' I II g f i 11 ,1 IH: i ;ii a I ti . 
Previously. the 111formal ion was 
obtained from the apphcanl 
himself. 
Also. letters arc being ~ent to 
IC, ai the College's request. to 
vcrif a student a licant's statu 
effect concerns .. eating 
separately." A me~nh~r. of a 
household can apply md1v1dually 
for food stamps 1f he cats by 
himself and stores his food 
separately. Previously. all 
members of a hou~ehold woul~ 
have had to apply, whether the~e 
was one individual or a group o'f 
people sharmg the same kitchen 
facilities. 
Food stamps arc distributed 
through the Department of 
Agriculture to en:1hlc eligible 
applicants to buy food at lower 
prices in most food stores and 
~upcrmarkets. They arc not 
considered welfare payments. but 
a 11 households receiving public 
assistance can obtain the stamps. 
Their cost and value depend on 
income. cxpemes, and the number 
of people in the household. They 
can he bought at various banks in 
Ithaca. But, according to 
Storefront. the hanks here will 
not sell the stamp~ the first five 
days of the month. 
To qualify for food stamps. 
certain financial critcnon must be I 
met. A single person may ~ot have I 
greater than S 1000 111 cash 
resources and hb new monthly 
,J ~ income must not exceed S 185. 
:\ For larger households. the 
·; maximum monthly income 
, allowed is 2 S24S; 3 - S305; 4 
i - $370' :i - $420; 6 - S485. 
A 
COMIUII 
MUSICAL saYICI 
• 
HICKEY'S 
Music Store 
201 South Tioga St. 
ttbaca 272 - 8262 
I • 
, Household members together can 
total no more than S 1500. 
SUMMER .. 
IN EUROPE 
Boeing 707 Jct Fhght 
May 29 - July 28 
New York to London to 
New York (roundtnpJ 
Open only 10 IC ~tudcnb 
and stJff S ~ 2<J .OO 
C:all IC Student Flights 
277-0859 
~~ 
........ 
Photo by Richard Sharp 
New books aren't all the library seems to have acquired. 
HAL'S 
the friendly deli in down 
town Ithaca, wishes you· 
a great summer. 
Stop in for a delicious 
cotned beef sandwich 
& pickle before you leave 
this year.Love & Knishes, 
Hal & Sandy 
Invites you 
to get into the 
Spririt of Summer 
I I I I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I • I t t. t 
600 Brands of Liquor & Wine 
Always on Sale 
I t I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA ON 
607 N. CAYUGA ST. 
PHONE 273-1291 
j. 
' 
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Alger Hiss 
continued from page 12 
that a~ a Com':1unist spy courier J time. He said that he believes that 
he had received secret State the pres~ actctl irresponsibly 
Department documents from Hiss throughout the \lcCarthy cra a~ 
in 1937 and 38. In December they Jent too mw.:h validity to 
1948, A New York City Grand obviously inane .H.:c.:usations. He 
Jury indic.:ted Hiss on two counts compared today·, ~I udent~ wit'h 
of perjury. As the first trial ended students of the 30'~ and so·s. Hiss 
in a hung jury, Hiss was tried a explained that 111 the 30's students 
second time, found guilty and were idealistic.: and outspoken 
served 4 year~ in Ll·wisburg much as they an: today, and make 
Penitentiary. The hung jury a favorable comparison to the 
outcome of the first tnal had been apalhftic and clo~e minded 
so unpopular that R1d1ard Nixon, students of the 1950's. 
the young C'ongres~man in It might be expected that a 
II. U.A.C. said. ·'When the full victim of such venomous Anti· 
facts of the conduct of lhi~ trial Communism such as Hiss was 
arc )au.I before the nation, the 
might have been radicalized by 
people will be shocked." Since thL: inJusticcs he suffcrcd .. Such is 
coming out of prison, Hiss has not the case however. He is today 
spent Im time writing, lecturing as he must have been tllirty years 
and work mg as a salesman because ago, firmly committed to the 
other work 111 unavailable. When values and position of the 
asked by I he st udcnts of Cortland American power elite Although 
about the current state of the he has been stomped on and has 
American Judicial system Hiss 
replied that "it 1s all we have:. It had his life ruined by American 
has made many mistakes, but it is Judicial hypocrisy, he urges youth 
our obligation to work with it to work within the traditions of 
regardles~ of the injustices that politics to affect obvious changes. 
so m climes occur." He believes Alger Hiss. bcurocrat. statesman. 
that Nixon'!> policies, both foreign and now salesman might be 
and domestic arc "lou~y" and will recognized as a prime. cxa nip le_ of 
continue to fail. For thcs.: amandestroycdbylusownbhnd 
reason~. Hi~s docs not believe that I fail h. 
Nixon can he re-elected a second 
LIVE AND STUDY 
IN ROME/ATHENS 
THIS ·SUMMER 
Coordinated study of history, arts, 
literature and architecture. 
. 
• Six week program offers three courses 
... up to 10 credits. All credits 
transferable. 
• Includes special weekend tour from 
Rome to Naples, Herculaneum, 
Pompeii, Paestum and Capri. 
• Includes special weekend tour from 
Athens to Delphi, Hagios Loukas, 
Mycenae, Tiryns, Nauplion, Epidaurus. 
• Special low cost student tours 
(optional) to Florence, Etruscan 
Italy and Greek Islands. 
• Students free to tour Europe during 
10 day Intersession. 
• Specially selected Pace Faculty. 
• Program begins June 11 and ends · 
August 1. 
• All inclusive cost: S1,300. 
For more information 
Write or call Dr. Harold lurier, Director 
Pace Summer Sessions Abroad 
Telephone: (212) 285-3453 
pace college 
Pace College PlaLa. 
>\Jew York.NY 10038 
- --- -
' -
' 
. -~ · ... 
Commencement 
. 
Features Revius Ortique 
And Roberta Peters 
Roberta Peters 
"Scnioritb" t 1111c is here again 
and that means that 
Commencement and the 
Commencement Eve concert arc 
not far b,•hind. May 14 and I 5, 
1 '>71. will he two important days 
in the lives of Ithaca College 
graduates. Those eligible for 
graduation for the period from 
September through May arc 
currently estimated by the 
Rcg1~trar's Office to be 755 for 
Bac.:hclor degrees and 62 for 
Master degrees a total of 817. 
The first major event for the 
graduates, parents, and friends 
will he the Commencement Eve 
concert on Friday, May 14. at 
8 : 3 0 p. m. in the Ben Light 
Gymnasium. The first of thc~c 
now traditional concerts took 
place four years ago and featured 
Roberta Peters. who will be I he 
guest soloist this year, also. 
Roberta Peters of the 
Metropolitan Opera is considered 
to be one of the great living 
coloraturas. She was given critical 
acclaim for her performances in 
Don Giovani, Lucia di 
Lam mcrmoor, Die Fledermaus, 
Ariadne auf Naxos, The Magic 
F!µtc, The Marriage a_f Figaro. and 
I Cosi Fan Tutte. It has been said that this "beautiful and vivacious 
I artist is regarded by her colleagues 
'as a musician's musician, as well as 
a popular •figure." In 1968 
Roberta Peters was awarded an 
Honorary "Doctor of Music degree 
from Ithaca College. She recently 
donated her memorabilia 
collection to the college, part of 
which is on display in Ford Hall. 
With Roberta Peters. will be the 
famed commentator Milton Cross 
who will once again narrate the · 
program. . 
The Ithaca College Orchestra 
will be under the direction of 
Thomas Michalak and will 
perform with Roh~rt Peters in the 
following selections: Ana from 
Romeo and Juliet (Gouned). Aria 
from I he Marriage of 'Figaro 
(Mozart), Aria from Linda di 
Chamounix ( Donizetti) three 
Spanish songs, and Bachianas 
Brasilciras No. 5 (Villa Lobos). 
the latter accompanied hy a cello 
ensemble under the direction of 
,Einar Holm. The orchestra will 
also perform Till Eulenspiegel's 
Merry Pranks (R. Strauss), the 
Carmen Suite (Bizet). La Valsc 
(Ravel), and with the I(' chorus. 
Finlandia (Sicbelue). 
The 76th ,\nnual 
Commencement of Ithaca College 
will take place at I 0:00 a.m. on 
Saturday, May IS. in the Hill 
Physical Education Center. The 
honorary degrees of Doctor of 
Humane Letters will be conferred 
upon Dr. John 'Knowles, General 
Director of the Massachusetts 
General Hospital in Boston and 
upon the commencement speaker, 
Rcvius Ortique. Ortiquc: is a black 
lawyer from New Orleans, 
Louisianna. and a former member 
of the Scranton Commission, 
which investigated the Kent State 
•..;ai:=-.-~ei,;;o<)..C::i.<::i-c~;:,,,.r:::.,~.,a,<:i..,c:~>e:.,..i:s-e>-C:.<)..C::~SC=ii shooting. . 
WOLF d F · I After the Commencement an eshv a present program there will be receptions JOHN SEBASTIAN on campus for the various majors, 
and Kate T aylor including a special reception for Dr. Knowles and Physical 
May 7 - Fri. - 8:30P p.m. Therapy, Administration of 
Onondaga war Memorial Health Services, and Speech 
d O 4 5 3 0 Pathology and Audiology majors All seats reserve 5.5 · O .S ' in the Union Recreation Room. 
now on sale at: Before long the senior and 
war memorial box office gradu..ite students of IC' will be 
wilson's downtown lining up and beginning the walk 
s.u. bookStOre to the gymnasium where they will 
,!:;rct."":;.Q;._c;.,<;."";::i;s;ei:::a:r""s=::n;o:.;s~y~r.;.a;c;ff!,u;s':.,ce•~;.,::.;;;.<;:""::,i.r::.:;C:{:"";:"";~:;r:.;~~,.I part icipa t c in their fina 1 exercises 
I at this college. The programs arc 
NEW SPRING SHIPMENT! 
HAPPY LEGS, GRIIHHY KNITS 
GRElltSTUFF·FOR GUYS! 
SWEATER SHOP 
MILL OUTLET 
UNDERGROUND COSENTINl'S SHOES 
130 EAST STATE 
Visit the low overhe11d shop 
tops & /Jottoms tht1t go together. 
I 
set and, unless "scnioritis" has hit 
hard. so arc the future IC ~ads. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
11 a.m. - 1 a.111. 
DELICIOUS 
FOOD AT 
THE l(GHT 
PalClS · 
Evelli .... ~upper 
MMM, 
1, .•. -,a.111. 
2 
0 
2 
D 
• 
.Y. 
D 
E 
N' 
I 
D. 
C-IR....aS..U,.I 
.... • • • •• .. • ••• • • • • •••• ••••••••••••• .. r 
I ·YOU'LL FIND THE PERFECT I Spring/Summer Hour~ 
Tues.-Sat. 
4:30- 1 :00 GRADUATION GIFT 
AT 
LAFAYETTE. boxcar - collegetown 
' 
~ 
11 
I 
I 
-s.-1 ...... .,. 
__ ._... 
027 Slaterville Rd. 
Cold Beer, Wine & Generous 
Pleasantly Air-Conditioned, 
Atmosphere 
539-7724 
Cocktails 
Relaxing 
Don't 
CallYour 
Travel 
Agent! 
When you want the most 
charters available for 
Summer 1971, Call 
212-697-3054 
As a student at this 
college, YOU may be 
eligible for our low, low 
cost fares. Flights from 
New York to all major 
European Cities. 
Weekly departures. 
Flights under the auspices 
of World Student 
Government Organization. 
Send coupon ... call, write 
or visit. 
r----------------.-------~-~ 
W.S.G.O. please send. · C/d 
D Travel bullo11ns 
D Appllcaloon for rn1crno1,onal 
Sludonl It>. 
Nam,., ________ _ 
Address ______ _ 
City ________ _ 
Slalo ____ Zip, ___ _ 
Schoo._ ______ _ 
Charter & Group 
Travel Specialists 
60 East 42nd Street 
New York 10017 
Call (212) 697-3054 
-------------------------· 
Spring 
Weekend 
Mayall Plays 
Sideman 
by Russ Halley 
Last weekend was Spring. 
Weekend here at Ithaca College 
and except for a flurry of activity 
on Friday night it was difficult to 
distinguish it from any other 
weekend. 
The festivities were supposed 
to have begun Friday night at 
9:00 with Randall's Island and 
John Mayall in concert in the Ben 
Light Gym. Well, they were there 
on time but their equipment was 
delayed for more than an hour 
and the concert did not begin 
until 10:30. Randall's Island is a 
group new to the concert circuit 
and many wondered why they 
ra tcd such a tour at all. 
Before Mayall could play, an 
amp had to be requisitioned from 
the Ithaca College community. 
This accomplished, Mayall and his 
new band took the stage. The 
audience was treated to a new 
sound that Mayall is sponsoring 
dominated by guitarist Harvey 
Mandel and e!ectric violinist Sugar 
Cane Harris. Many were 
disappointed as they had expected 
Mayall to dominate the show with 
cuts from his Locking Back 
album. The great man himself 
sang, played harp, electric piano, 
and ·guitar but the music was 
powered by the other members of 
the group. It has often been 
suggested that "Mayall is little 
more than a dedicated sideman" 
and that proved true Friday night. 
They played three songs in 50 
minutes but were called back for a 
· short one song encore before they 
split. . 
Once again, many came away 
from a typical Ithaca College 
Concert believing that they had 
been ripped off. In a conversation 
with the producer of the concert 
from Buffalo Festival it was 
learned that the school simply 
hires that organization at the cost 
of the gate receipts to put on a 
concert. If the show is a success or 
a failure the Buffalo organization 
makes the money or takes the 
loss. When accused of having 
consciously ripped off the 
student, the producer became 
very indignant and claimed that 
there was nothing he could do; he 
had to pay what the agents and 
the musicians demanded, etc. etc. 
A It hough there were other 
activities planned for the 
weekend, the further events can 
be best summed up by noting that 
it rained a lot. 
LAND LUBBER 
"HIP HUGGER" 
BELL BOTTOMS 
(BLUE DENIM) 
s 5·.ss 
••• 
133 L State St. llut ••-••llu.rr's 
Sendherthe 
FTD BigHug bouquet earl~ 
Available at: 
Flower Fashions by Haring 
, ?.~~ ,i,,a,'l~~p~ .,.~., ~p,7-1200' 
Bools Flowers' ''''' '' 
209 N · Aurora St. 27i-8410 
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Friends Of IC Wine & Dine Hassled By "Citizens" • 
"Mystery Coed" Now 
.. 
I• 
On Sunday evening, April ::!5, 
the Friends of Ithaca College held 
their annual spring dinner in the 
Terrace Dining Hall. This was 
followed by a meetmg at which an 
award wa~ given to Lillian Vail for 
her dedicated service. ,\ ~pecial 
presentation of "Indians" wa~then 
viewed in the Performing Arts 
Building. Aho~t 450 people 
attended the affair which hcgan 
with a five o'clock cocktail hour 
graced· by scveral open baVi. From 
there the party moved to a dinner 
highlighted by ~uch Saga catered 
special it ic\ a "Vichyssoi~c", 
Candied Belgian Carrots. and 
Creme 1.k Cacao Parfait. l'ij!scnt at 
the event was a .:ross scct ion of 
the Ithaca population mcluding 
James N. Rothschild, president of 
the Friend~ organization. Haskell 
Davidson, representativi:s of local 
by Betsy Mclane 
corporations who receive 
executive memberships. the 
Cornell hockev coach. and a few 
members of the Ithaca Collcg::-
community. 
Membership 111 Friends of 
Ithaca College i~ open to anyone 
who wishes to makc not kss than 
a S100 contribution in ~upport of 
the college. Last ycar Fnends 
raised over SS0.000 to hdp the 
school. One of thc aim~ of the 
organization is to foster a close 
relationship between the college 
and the town of Ithaca, and it is 
becau~e of th1~ reason along with 
the fact that they wish iO sec IC 
grow that many of the citizens 
·have joined. Within the 
membership there seems to be a 
feeling of attachment for Ithaca 
College; some of the members are 
alumni, while others have children 
206 E. STATE ST. AR 3-3891 
Next to First National Bank 
*FOOT LOCKERS 
TRUNK 
7 SIZES 7 1o•s to 3500 
SUITCASES 
4SIZES4 
8" to 19" 
B-4BBAG5 
18"-2095 
*FREE DELIVERY 
~• 264- Doric Cp .37 .U :M"- lS 3-Cl'I, •• l:~ _J'.'• ~ayr\::' 
:or .a,... DorseyC~ 10 202 SJ',• 57'" .531,:,, • ., Ken ~n P ~~ 1AJIN4 Drlttr arr. s'r:1~ ':J: i ff',.22'~ ate m 
lf 3 12 1~ 'I ,, 
191"1 7 1l ,~. +1 
201 1 Eag1 ~lt'~ lflla 19 19'1•- '" ""' 6 ICinQ 
w:, mo E Sc~i ::10,~fi ifililJII 29"' King· 
27"11 20½ E•sl A;r 2~ .... 41''< Kir>r 
}~; .. ' 11"° EHln Fr 11 2• J.i''I 23" Kiri 
"' -· i!!t ;.:: :l,,: ~ ;i'· :rs:~:~ 21 1"1 '" Mia lio 1&912'" K• ~~ i ~ g.!1' .. , 2ft ~- • ~ orp .c> 1 "' 31"' 31':. 31" 2·,.,; [~iiQFSTRA 
22-'t tlli& Elect A• 
:111'4 21 Elect <" 
21'19 171:. El E• 
P »¼E••r· 
1Mlr IS Elr 
25'1• 25"' El· 
~ 3¾ E 
%l"w 17 !~ i,.. • Up to 14 credits during two, five-week summer 
~t ·?: sessions • A wide range of graduate and under-
,f;.~ .~ graduate courses taught by Hofstra faculty, 
101 • :~~~ supplemented by outstanding visiting profenors • 
:,. First.session June 16-July 21 • Second seulon 
2
:;; July 26-Augu1t 26 • courses also available at 
g:~ Hof1tra's Commack Extension June 28-Auguat 2 • 
.. For InformatlOft and catalogues, write or call: 
Director of Summer Se11lon1, Telephone (516) 
560-3511 • 
HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY 
HEMPSTEAD, LONG ISLAND, N, v: 11 BISD 
;;_. 
attcnding school hen:. Many of 
t hc people express the attitude 
that they feel a greater kinship to 
IC than t !icy do for Cornell, 
becau,c the si.:hool was located 
within thc town for' so many 
ycar,. They like thc type of 
studcnt that is attrai.:ted to IC and 
many rcmembcr knowmg students 
well v.i1en they livc in town. For 
t hcsc reasons plus a sense of pride 
they want to sec the school 
expand m the future years. 
In Juvenile Home 
"~~ 
·.;~ , 
Also the members of the 
Friends n:ceive bcnefits from their 
contributions such as a chance to 
join the Tower Club and use the 
athletic facilities. along with the 
opportunity to mingle in a so.cial 
atmosphere with their neighbors. 
Some of the guests also express 
interest in the muscial and 
dramatic productions and the help 
that the community receives from 
such projects as mu~ic lessons and 
tutoring. Along with this certain 
people in the organization derive 
grcat pleasure from the use of the 
swimming pool in the summer and 
from the knowledge that their 
membership may help their 
children to be admitted to Ithaca 
College. 
M•morln of tour t11at d .. dl 
Th us the Friends of Ithaca 
New York (LNS)-Last summer 
an army of newspaper 
photographers and television 
ca mcra men recorded the "happy 
ending" to the incredible story of 
Mary Vecchio, the 14-ycar-old 
runaway "mystery coed" whose 
look of horror as she knelt over a 
slain st udcnt at Kent State flashed 
across the cover of more than one 
national news magazine and into 
th·c souls of millions of 
Americans. 
In was a "happy ending", the 
-----
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51 different tours to everywhere 
in Europe. Personally escorted, 
all expense, two to six weeks 
from $654. Hundreds of departures. 
For your free copy write or phone,: 
• 
COOK-GAUNTLffl AGENCY 
DIYISION OF FIRST NA.TIONAL/ITHACA 
207 N. AURORA ST. 273-3073 
world-Wide Travel Service · 
commentators sa1a, because at 
long last, Mary had been reunited 
with her parents in Opa-locka, 
Florida. As it turned out, the 
home-coming was not an ending, 
but a beginning - and it wasn't 
happy in any way. Her year's 
travail culminated this March in 
her admission to a juvenile homt: 
in Florida - after she had run away 
once again. 
The aftermath to Kent State 
"ruined her", her la wycr says, 
referring to: parents who refused 
to let their children sec Mary; her 
high school principal who 
suspended her ("The youngsters 
didn't want to have anything to 
do with her - and I was proud of 
them," he says); the policemen 
who harassed Mary, picking her 
up four times on charges that 
never stood up in court; former 
Florida Gov. Kirk, who charged 
over statewide TV that Mary was 
part of a communist plot; and 
perhaps most of all, the torrent of 
obscene, vicious hate mail that 
poured into the Vei:chio home 
from all over the country. 
The mail went something like 
this: One showed pictures of the 
four slain students and Mary, with 
her face X-cd out. Across the top 
was written: "It's tpo bad you 
wcren 't shot." (Mrs. Vecchio: 
"Can you imagine her looking at 
that?") 
A not her "concerned citizen" 
wrote: "Some young people here 
know what she is - a dirty, foul, 
syphilitic whore. If she is ever 
seen in Ohio she will be shot." 
Another: "Mary, you dirty tramp. 
It's too bad it wasn't you that was 
shot." Another: "You should do 
the world a favor and kill 
yourself." Another: "You hippie 
communist bitch! Did you enjoy 
sleeping with all those dope fiends 
and negroes when you were in 
Ohio?" 
The Vccchios themselves 
received similar garbage. Mrs. 
Vecchio says that "there was one 
·letter that said they were going to 
come here and abolish the whole 
family, like the Sharon Tate 
thing." Troubled before the 
events of last May 4, scarred by 
the shooting on that day, and 
then unmercifully attacked by 
scavengers afterward, Mary 
Vecchio now sits in the Kendall 
Youth Home, south of Miami. 
,-4 RA Ill 
New York (LNS) - The 
National Association of 
Government Employees has 
sharply criticized the National 
Guard for spending "thousands" 
to promote team handball. The 
group attacks the sport on the 
grounds that it is "Eastern 
European" in origin. But the 
Guard, according to the Wall 
Street Journal, says the sport will 
"help young people identify with 
us." 
. --.~ .. - .-
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lJB Hit By Drugs 
Buffalo, N.Y. (CPS) . - A new 
threat has enveloped the State 
University of New York's Buffalo 
campus: it is not the typical crisis 
·°filled with scenes of a reactionary 
administration hell-bent on 
repressing students and dissident 
faculty, and there are no student 
demonstrations, tear gas, molotov 
cocktails or police beating; ii is 
problem•of hard drugs and related 
crimes on the largest campus of 
the state university. 
This drug. crisis, which only 
mushroomed over the past month, 
has grown to such an extent that a 
referendum held in March called 
for the . limitation of access to 
student union and an increase in 
"security." The student 
referendum narrowly voted down 
a proposal to institute armed 
security guards to patrol key areas 
of the s.tu.dent union. More than 
5,000 voted.in·the referendum. 
The armed robbery of the 
union building's basement 
cafeteria Feb. 28, and an earlier 
beating of a night manager with a 
pool cue finally sparked the 
student union staff to threaten to 
shut down the building in 
mid-March if "armed security 
personnel" were not hired to 
oartol the area. 
The union was closed on 
schedule, with· very little 
opposition from 'the university's 
22,000 students. 
The calls for "law and order" 
as a panacea for this and other 
local crises has become the 
c~mmon stance of the 
administration of Buffalo 
President Robert Ketter. The 
· simplistic solution of increasing 
campus security forces avoids 
dealing with causes and nature of 
heroin addiction and its related 
·crimes. Administrative officials 
have ignored the coincidental 
appearance of heavy heroin traffic 
in an area which one year ago was 
convulsed by more than three 
months of student and faculty 
protests. 
Whether there actually is, as 
some students suggest, a 
deliberate sttempt by the city's 
white power structure, including 
the police, to paralyze the 
university by redirecting the flow 
of the city's heroin remains to be 
seen. Heroin addiction among 
Buffalo's 40 per cent black ghetto 
population increased drastically 
following riots in 1967. It is a fact 
that most of the hard drug traffic 
in the Buffalo-Niagara 
Falls-Toronto area is controlled 
by the Mafia, and this same area 
is, according to the Justice 
Department, the center of Mafia· 
activity in the Northeast. 
One effect of the crisis has 
been to boost the fortunes of 
various local politicians who 
would like nothing better than to 
put more clamps on the campus 
community. For example, Eric 
County Sheriff Michael Amico, 
former Buffalo Police Narcotics 
Squad head who busted Prof. 
Leslie Fiedler in a celebrated case 
in 1968 aJld staged a series of 
student marijuana busts prior to 
his sheriff electoral campaign in 
1969, charged last year that the 
university was the "center for 
-drugs" in the county. 
Although this "drug problem" 
has finally been recognized, 
attempts at alleviating it have 
been narrow in scope. In essence, 
the call has been, from all 
segments of the university and 
community, for "law and order," 
without recognizing that the 
increase of crime on the campus 
is related to an increase in the 
number of addicts flocking to 
what had been billed as a kind of 
sanctuary. 
One - year ago, the issues of 
"Cops on campus" led to a 
student-faculty strike. This spring 
city police regularly patrol the 
campus street and grounds. 
There have been some helpful I 
signs. A program called 
.v ' •. :..: .. ~:-,.·:-.~ ~ ,. :.~·: '.<. 
"Together" has been formed by 
an ex-addict, Willie Rivera, to deal 
with the plight of addicts. So far, 
the program has shown some 
limited success but is in danger cf· 
collapsing because of lack of 
volunteers and money. The chief 
ingredient of the "Together" 
program is methadone. 
Methadone, a synthetic drug. gives 
the same euphoric high as hcrom 
if ta ken intravencously. Taken 
orally, it provides no high, but 
prevents the onset of withdrawal 
symptoms. 
There arc obvious drawbacks 
to this program, though. The 
addict, while possibly breakini 
the heroin habit, becomes 
addicted to methadone instead. 
The "Together" program. 
however, is advocating decreasing 
doses of methadone to addicts 
over a long period of time until he 
is eventually "cured." 
The referendum here indicated 
that a university's initial ·reaction 
to such crises is for more 
institutional security. More 
progressive reactions arc 
floundering with little student 
support. At Buffalo, the student 
ghetto is increasingly beginning to 
exhibit the signs of oppression 
and deterioration of its 
counterpart in the hla..:k 
community. 
,. 
Housewife Goes 
One Better Than 
Janis Joplin 
(LNS)--A determined 
housewife from Longbeach 
recel'ltly entered a tattoo studio 
and handed the tattoo artist a 
card. "I want this slogan tatooed 
on my right arm," she said. The 
slogan: "Death before 
Dishwashing. ·• 
The people gather In Washington for peace. 
r---------------------------~--1 ! Tired of studying? I 
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to 
timflt 
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We invite you to drop in and "Sound Test" the Kenwood KR 
2120 AM/FM stereo receiver. Designed for music lovers on a 
budget, the KR 2120 is also a sound approach to value at 
ONLY .$159.95 
Exclusively At 
"JUST NORTH OF HO\.\' ARD JOHNSON'S OFF NORTH TRIPHAMMER ROAD" 
OPEN 'TIL 9PM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 
0·-,,· 
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Ithaca Sluggers i Go for Division Title ~ 
by Ken White 
Giving ev1dem:e of a powerful ' able 10 play his whok ticnch ii: 
attack. IC\ var,ity lacro.,.,c team IC~ warmup match for Cortland. 
swept through threc Northern , Tcd Graves continucd hl'i torrid 
New York D1v1sion opponent~: ; ~1:oring pacc. notching fivc goals 
Gcne~co. RIT, and Alfred. and l\\O a,~1~ls to run hi~ 101;1ls to 
I(." 7, Genesco 2 J 4-12 over only four games. Shaw 
In a game n1at ~aw Ithaca , went 2-2 with Randy Chase 
com inµ out gunning with five i pouring four of Im own as the 
goals rn the fir.,! period, it w,1\, attack remained devastating. 
defense l hat really won l he day J~ j Alfred was really out manned as 
Genesco played the Bomber, even thev mana2ed to win only one 
for the Blue of which Cortland ·s 
fme goalie Pete Roy stopped 14. 
The game was a big 
disappointment for a fine IC team 
that just couldn"t get untracked. 
Thc Bombers now have four 
games in seven days against NND 
: opponent~. all on the road. If they 
, make it through this week they 
I will be the !\ND champs for the third straight time. 
~11 -- . . 
Suffer F·irst Loss~ 
The IC varsity baseball team 
took their first loss of the s..-ason 
to Villanova University on 
: Satlirday. but bounced right back 
: to tak<-' a ti:n-inning contest from 
: King's College on Sunday. The 
1 split ran the Bomber record to 
8-1. 
· gav..- up only one run and struck 
out eight in· ten innings, as Ithaca 
pulled out a 3-1 victory. King\ 
'led 1-0 until the seventh when thl' 
! 
Bombers tied the score on a walk 
to Dom Gaudioso. Sandy 
Overton's single. and. after Jon 
' Speich missed the hunt on an 
again a problem and IC was oltcn -~c -~ , :;· 
the rc,t of the way. Pe~altics '\ere ,.t~~;j"''·ij-
forced to work a man <lown, hut .r;1 · . f 
The Bombers had a 2-0 lead 
after three innings at Villanova 
but the University Division team 
then came up with one each in 
innings four and five, and three 
each in innings six and eight. The 
two Ithaca runs came in the first 
two innings. In the initial sta'lza, 
Bob Borowicz doubled in Dennis 
Leyden who had reached on a 
fielder's choice. Paul Thompson 
singled, moved to second on an 
infield out, and then scored on a 
base hit by Dave Hollowell to give 
Ithaca run number two. Villanova 
shortstop Mike Siani drove in five 
runs with two home runs and .a 
single. and led the parade of ten 
Villanova hits. Stretch Patterson 
suffered the second loss of his 
college career, giving up five runs 
and nine hits in five and a third 
innings. and walking seven. Da~ 
Vogel and Mike Mazzei relieved 
Patterson, and Mazzei gave up the 
other three runs. Patterson, the 
losing pitcher, now sports a record 
of3-I on the year. 
attempted suicide squccze causing 
Gaudioso to be out at the plate. 
Speich cracked a single to right. 
hringing Overton around to score. Ccne~co never capnal1zed on tl),i:ir :.f · . 
1:hance, even during one ·1 
three-minute penalty latc in the. .J- · 
fourth qu,1rter. Jim Shaw kept his , 
~coring with four goals, and 
freshman ·1 cd (ireves went 2-1 to 
help th..: cau~c a~ the Bombers 
evened their record at I and I. 
IC 23, RIT 4 
Any doubt~ that Coach Ware 
had about hi, team's ~coring were 
allayed here as IC set a new ~inglc 
game ,..:oring rc.:ord of 23 goals 
with Grcvcs getting the 111d1vidual 
record with four goab and five 
a~~1st~ The play was all-around 
with both middie~ and attackmen 
Jo1n111g in the shelling of the 
op poncnt 's goal. All four RIT 
goals came in one period in a 
slight l,1psc hut the outcome was 
never Ill question as IC took a 
10-4 lead into the second half. 
RIT wa.<. second m thc NND last 
year whi.:h makes the big win 
Io o m even I a r g c r i n I he IC stick men look toward championship 
conference. 
IC 15. Alfred 5 
Last year the Bombcrs 
murdered tl11s team 2.:!·1 but 
Alfred has improved, though not 
quite enough. IC led this contest 
11-1 at half and Coad1 Ware was 
face-off of 24 and were outshot 
by IC 5.:!-26. The midfield and 
defense showed real strength as 
Ithaca gave C"1dcncc that they arc 
coalescing into a re.ii power in 
lacrosse. Tim Cullen maintained 
!us fine performance in the Ithaca 
goal making nme saves 111 the fist 
half. 
Cortland 20, IC 4 
Athlete 
Of T·he 
Week 
Sunday's game was a different 
story as freshman. Craig Paterniti 
No more scoring resulted until 
the top of the tenth.· when Dave 
Hollowell walked for the Blue. 
and then moved to second on a 
wild pickoff throw. Flashy 
shortstop Skip Borowicz then 
smashed home a single, scoring 
Hollowell. stoic second, and 
scored easily himself -on a John 
Timmins base hit. Paterniti gave 
up three singles in ·the second for I 
King's only score of the day. The 
frosh chucker upped his varsity [: 
record to 2-0. 
After some long away trips, the 
Bombers finally come home to 
play their third home game of the 
year on May 5, against LcMoyne. 
It'll be the last chance to sec 
Ithaca this year (unless you're 
here after exams) so make it a 
point to be at Freeman Field at 
3:30 p.m. The Bombers arc 
headed for the College Division 
World Series this year, so take a 
look before they go! 
I~ 
. j 
,, 
·Kegball Season Ends 
After One Game 
Your Plumber or 
Heating Dealer In Ithaca's last home gamc of •-------------it. "I cannot understand how scholastically most brilliant and we have totally alienated I, 700 socially most charming group ever 
girls." That quote from perplexed to hit this campus," said the irked 
Pete Bauer, IC kegball captain, leader of the k-ballcrs. "I can't 
aptly sums up the situation he and understand how anyone could be 
his club face as they may wind up reluctant to play in a silly old 
the I 971 season with only one soft ball game with such a swell 
game and one victory, an April I 7 bunch of fellows," Pete added. 
triumph over Dorm Six. Thus, IC kegball for 1971 may 
HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
For Courteous and 
Dependable "iervice 
Kitchen Aid 
804 W. Seneca St. 
172 - 3550 Ithaca, N.Y. 
thc year. Cortland's highly rated 
10 handed the Bombers a 
resounding defeat. Ware cite~ a big 
reason as Cortl,md 's powerful play 
at midfield where the IC, men 
were consistently beaten. The 
statistics show the game as 
domin_atcd in all areas by the 
Dragons. as Cullen saved 30 of 63 
Red shots, compared to 30 shots 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
Wishes you a. great 
Summer! 
Stop • Ill for your 
Summer reading 
material. 
Vince Bocchicchio, Senior 
from Staten Island, N.Y., and 
Craig Paterniti, a Freshman from 
Fakoncr, N. Y., have been named 
as Ithaca College's "Athletes of 
th<-' Weck" for the period of April 
I 9-24. 
Bocchicchio won both his 
starts in the shot put and 
remained undefeated with a 4-0 
record. He had his best throw of 
his .:areer against Cortland with a 
I 
toss of 48' 7½". 
Paterniti went ten innings and 
pitched a five-hitter as the IC 
I baseball team beat King's College 
, 3-1. Paterniti walked only three in 
l running his season record to 2-0. 
I 
I 
Pete was referring to the fact have a premature end. Come on, 
that Dorm One, scheduled to ,
1 
girls, give these gallant young men 
meet Bauer's Bombers tomorrow, :mother chance to impress and 
had cancelled their game. This dazzle you. There's still Saturday, 
leaves JC with the prospect of a May 8, to consider. Any girls' 
one garne season if no other group willing not to cancel out at 
campus coeds wish to tussle with the last "linutes should con!act 
the boys. Pete at x3770 by Monday mght 
Bauer was miffed at Hood I for more information. "You 
Hall's attitude. "Without a doubt [ won't regret it," said the cagey 
we have the mentally s~arpest, I captain with a grin on his face. 
- - -
- - -
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Proud to SIJJYe you with line foods and heverages 
.-
Prime Ribs of Beef .Steaks & Chops 
Italian Food Seafoods 
S.nlng Sunday from 1 - 8 p.m. 
205 Elmira Rd. 
273 - 0777 
-
On S. Albany St. 
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Wome-n's 
Lacrosse Is 
Undefeated 
by Kathi Whalen 
The IC women's lacrosse team 
continued its fine season last week 
by defeating Hartwick 14-4 and 
Penn State 11-6, 
The first game took place last 
Thursday at Har.t wick. The first 
half was exciting as Hartwick's 
tt:am gave the IC women a hard 
timt:.'IC opened the scoring; then 
the two teams alternated goals 
until half-time. At that point the 
\core was 5-4. IC. However. the 
lthacans put on a large scale 
attack ·on the Hartwick goalie at 
the beginning of the second half. 
Several quick goals by IC 
demoralized the Hartwick team 
and put the game out of reach. 
Janice Kirkpatrick, the second 
home, was IC's leading scorer with 
six goals. Sarah Montgomery was 
right behind with five goals. while 
Nancy Widger ~cored twice and 
Ashley Mason rounded out the 
~coring with one goal. Coach 
Nancy, Hicks attributed the 
victory to fast breaks initiated by 
the wings, Nancy Buttler. Nancy 
Widger and Nikki Rainey. The 
home players also helped greatly 
by breaking up Hart wick's zone 
ddensc. The defense had a little 
difficulty in the first half picking 
up free players, but m the second 
half a team effort enabled the 
defense to shut out Hartwick. 
Saturday the team traveled to 
Penn State where the Ithacans 
triumphed in a well-played game. 
The IC women jumped to an early 
lead and were never headed. The 
attack put on a great display of 
passing and shooting and only 
some great saves by PSV's goalie 
prevented IC from scoring more. 
The defense did an excellent job 
of intercepting passes and 
breaking up Penn's attack. Goalie 
Pat Burgess did a stand-out job as 
did Chris Holden, Chris Lavier, 
Kathi Whalen, and the defense 
wings Che'ryl Kranzlcy, Peggy 
Harris. and Karen Semon. !C's 
attack was again led by Janice 
Kirkpatrick who scored six goals. 
Sarah Montgomery and Nancy 
Widger had two a piece, and 
Ashley Mason scored one. 
The IC women closed out their 
season with a game at Lock Haven I 
on Wednesday and a home game 1 
with Cornell yesterday. 
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''A Man -For 
All Seasons'' 
bv Phil Chardis 
Until he was the \\'ICB ·--,:·,~ten· !\Ian" last semester. many IC 
students. when asked about Plu; L..111gan. would answ~·r. "\\'ho'!" But 
anybody who has anything to do wnh any kmd of athkth:s on this 
cJmpu\ already know~ "who". Jlld mon: than likely will gi\'C you 
~ome ~uperlall\'e adje,t1ve to de,cribc him. Phil Langan·s official title 
is "Ithaca College Sports Information Director", and no one could 
be more aptly named If there b any infornution about any S1lort at 
IC. you can bet that II is at 111s frngcr11ps. or he .:Jn qmckly get lt for 
you. 
Any ~ports agency on this campus will tell you that thc job wmtld 
be impossible without Phi:·s help and Jd\'l,e. and hc not only scr\'es 
us, but his weekly rdcascs go out all over campus. the town. other 
schools we play against. and hundreds of places all over thc country. 
Keeping Ithaca in some kind of national prominence is ,ertainly not 
an easy job, but somehow he ac.:omplishes this feat. and believe: it or 
not, Ithaca athletics arc wl!ll-known across the nation. We had two 
All-Americans at IC this year. Doug Campbell in football and Paul 
Veronesi in basketball (don't forget the year's not ovcr yct ). and 
some years back wc had others in Grc:g Albano and Gary Worden. 
These arc voted on bv authorities all over thc country, and a small 
school like Ithaca can· easily be lost in thc shuffle if a Phil Langan is 
not there. Sure, the performances on the field or court arc there. but 
they go unheard of unless someone "tells them to the world." Phil 
makes sure that Ithaca is not forgotten. 
Photo IIY Bari> Goldberg 
Phil is a tireless worker, and· one of the few members of the 
administration working strictly for the students. The man who 
knows something about everything at IC, Father William Graf says: 
"A dedicated sports writer. Phil's skill makes our losses sound good 
and our wins sound professional. He work~ long hours; he works 
quietly - not for himself, hut for the students. I con~ider him one of 
the most dedicated and qualified persons we have on the staff at 
Ithaca College." That pretty well tells the story. 
Besides taking care of Ithaca. Phil is well-known for his excellent 
work outside of tlw campus. He is publicity director for the IC'AC. 
Ithaca's new conference, and he served on the 14-man publicity 
comm it tee for the recent NC AA baskcball championships in 
Houston. This committel' took care of every press release on the 
tournament given to the medias. For examples of the work of Mr. 
Langan. take a look at any one of the brilliJnt football or basketball 
or baseball brochures that he puts out. Consistantly named among 
the top brochures in the nation. they contain anything you could 
possibly want to know about the sport. J\ brochure from Phil 
Langan is not just thrown away. it is read. and read caretully. 
If he is so good, why isn't Phil Langan at a big u111vcrsity'? There 
is on.ly one simple answer to that question. Though he's had many 
offer~, he happens to like it at Ithaca. Stupid reason. huh'! He likes 
the students; the campus, and his job. That l,Jn't be right. no one 
around here likes his job! Thanks, Phil! 
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MIAA Softball 
As Of April 27, 1971 
;'l;orthern 
Disl!ase Possl!SSl!d 
Peanuts 
Queer Wing 
D.K. Roonks 
Green Meanies 
4th Floor Zoo 
Fran it 
Head's 
Scrappers 
; Phi EK 
j· G::ty Ninet1cs 
/, Stidan 
,; Peach Fuzz 
·1• Talcott Tads 
Snoids 
·i D.K. Youngbloods 
11 
·i Southern 
D.K. "A Team" 
5-0 
4-1 
3-2 
3-2 
, , 
_- .. , 
1-4 
1-4 
1-4 
5-0 
4-1 
-~-2 
, , 
- -
!lot Flashes 
Talcott Tips 
1'1 Lambda Chi 
llolmes llawks 
1'111 Mu Alpha 
Zippis Monkeys 
Western 
Bearded Clams 
Dukie St rings 
, Zoo Troop 
: Flaming GeesL' 
i Chungas RL·v.:nge 
· Bulkers 
, 
4-1 
3-1 -I 
2-1-1 
3-2 
1-4 
1-4 
4-0 
4-0 
3-2 
.. ~-~ 
3-3 
2-~ 
1-2-1 i Esoteric:~ 2-4 
1-3-1 I Takotl Tods II 1-3 
1-4 
1-4 :I Championslup Playoffs will he 
held May 4 ,ind May 5 bet Wl'en 
!the top two tt:.1ms in cad1 league. 
4-0 ' 
Girl Softballe~s 
Whip Oneonta, Penn I 
i 
I Well the softball games have been adding up and so have the 
team's victories, with only one 
loss to blemish their undefeated 
record. . 
· Last Thursday. April :?.2nd. the 
Women:s Varsity Softball Team 
travelled to Oneonta and won 
with a ::?.9 to 12' victory. Despite 
the bitter cold and blustery winds, 
the team's performance was good 
as usual. In the Oneonta game the 
team excelled in their offensi~<;: 
playing. especially - with S 
homcruns and other outstanding 
hits through the combined efforts 
oi Michele Block (ss), I_>am Schulc 
(LF) and Jackie Lewis C!B). There 
were also a couple outstanding 
defensive plays by Karen Stadeck 
(CF) and Linda Korp ( I B). 
The following Saturday. April 
:?.4th, the softhall team journeyed 
down to Penn State for a 
doubll-header. Again the team was 
plagued with very cold weather 
and some snow. but they managed 
to bring home two victories· · 
first game. 18-7 and the second 
game (5 inning~) 17-0. There were 
both outstanding defensive and 
offensive plays in both games. 
Defensively Sue Kennedy 
(catcher), Elaine Goldband 
(pitcher) and Pam Schule 
(pitcher) placed an exceptionally 
good geme. These defensive plays 
I 
were backed up by outstanding 
offensive playmi; through the 
strong ha_tting of Sandy 
Dusenbery (RF), Sue Kennedy 
(catcher) and Linda Korp ( I B). 
Tuesday, April :?.7th, the 
i Women's Softball Team acted as 
! host to Brockport in our first 
home game on Yavits Field. This 
was the first defeat the Softball 
team had suffered at the hands of 
their opponents with a score of 
5-9. Despite a losing effort the 
whol·· team played well with 
outstanding performances by Kit 
Buell (38) and Sue "Little Kid" 
Kennedy (catcher). 
r--------------------------~ OLD.CLOTHES 
From the 1800's, 
· '20's, '30's, '40's 
MANY OLD THINGS 
Also used comtempory clothes 
604 E. Buffalo (between Eddy & Stewart) 
t,Q'lif l'a C,111L» 
1-., ~-AU-Lt --. ~ 7 &-,o/f 
' 
"HAPPY~s HOUR" 
FRIDAY 3:00' to 5:00 
PITCHER OF 
"THE KING OF BEERS" $1.00 
lOI N. Auro,. St . 
SATURDAYS 3 P.M. 'TIL 7 
BLOODY MARY'S sot 
l'j . .. 
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..• till I asked my dentist. 
If you've ever worried about a whiteness toothpaste ... wondered if it 
was safe for your teeth ... you should learn the truth about Macle~It 
cleans and whitei;is safely. In fact, it has no harsh abrasive action, and that 
was proven to dentists themselves ... in tests that .have been published now 
in the leading dental journal. Ask Y-Our dentist about Macleans. 
And if you've ever worried about the whiteness of · 
your smile, there's clinical proof that Macleans is an out-
standingly effective whitener, too. But 4Ie nicest way to 
check that out is to use Macleans... ,,· · 
and then ask a friend. 
\:::.I Beecham lnc.1971. 
·., 
Ask your dentist. Ask a friend. 
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